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Abstract
Video surveillance is a very effective means of monitoring activities over a large area with
cameras as extended eyes. However, this additional security comes at the cost of privacy loss
of the citizens not involved in any illicit activities. The traditional privacy protection methods
only consider facial cues for identity leakage and privacy loss. Because an adversary can use
prior knowledge to infer the identities even in the absence of the facial information, we propose
a privacy-aware surveillance framework in which we identify the implicit channels that cause
identity leakage, quantify privacy loss through non-facial information, and propose solutions to
block these channels for near zero privacy loss with minimal utility loss. Privacy loss is modeled
as an adversary’s ability to correlate sensitive information to the identity of the individuals
in the video. Anonymity based approach is used to consolidate the identity leakage through
explicit channels of bodily cues such as facial information; and other implicit channels that
exist due to what, when, and where information. The proposed privacy model is applied to two
important applications of surveillance video data publication and CCTV monitoring. Through
experiments it is found that current privacy protection methods include high risk of privacy loss
while the proposed framework provides more robust privacy loss measures and better tradeoff
of security and privacy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Because an adversary can use prior knowledge to infer the identities of individuals in the video
even in the absence of facial information, we develop a privacy-aware surveillance framework
in which we identify the implicit channels of identity leakage, quantify the privacy loss through
non-facial information, and propose solution to block these channels for near zero privacy loss
with minimal utility loss. The proposed privacy loss model considers facial as well as non-facial
information and is able to consolidate the identity leakage through multiple events and multiple
cameras. Moreover, any privacy preserving method usually affects the utility of the data; there-
fore, the choice of data transformation is paramount to ensure an acceptable tradeoff between
the privacy and the utility. We propose utility models and privacy preservation framework for
the applications of surveillance and data publication.
1.1 Motivation
Security concerns are increasing rapidly at both public and private places. Recent terrorist
attacks have intensified the security demands in the society. The violation of law and order is
unfortunately common in most of the major cities in the world. The quick rise in such illegal
activities and increased number of offenders have forced the governments to make personal
and asset security a high priority task in their policies. To combat these security concerns,
it is needed to monitor all public places, commercial venues, and military areas. Therefore,
multimedia surveillance has a wide spectrum of promising applications, for example traffic
surveillance in cities, detection of military targets, and a security defender for communities and
1
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important buildings [Rat10]. A large number of cameras are being installed to increase the
coverage area of the surveillance operators. The growing number of surveillance cameras is
causing privacy loss of people not involved in any wrong doings [Cav07].
Privacy is a big concern in current video surveillance systems. Due to privacy concerns, many
strategic places remain unmonitored, leading to security threats. With respect to surveillance
video, there are mainly two places where privacy loss could occur: when security personnel
are watching the video currently being captured by the cameras, and when the recorded video
is disseminated for forensics and other research purposes. For both the cases, the first step
is to analyze the characteristics of the video which cause privacy loss (privacy modeling) and
the second step is to modify the video data (data transformation) to preserve the privacy. To
accomplish these steps, we need to model and quantify privacy loss and utility loss of the video
data.
In the past, the problem of privacy preservation in video has been addressed mainly by
surveillance researchers. Specifically, computer vision techniques are used extensively to first
detect the faces in the images and then obfuscate them [NSM05]; however, other implicit infer-
ence channels through which an individual’s identity can be learned have not been considered.
An adversary can observe the behavior, look at the places visited, and combine that with the
temporal information to infer the identity of the person in the video. Consider a school in which
Prof Pradeep and Prof Ramesh are the only staff members who eat in the vegetarian canteen
and Prof Ramesh is a visiting faculty member who only comes in the afternoon. With this
knowledge, an adversary can observe that person X has been spotted at the staff club as well
as the vegetarian canteen and infer that person X is either Prof Pradeep or Prof Ramesh, even
without having the facial information. In addition, the adversary also knows that current time
is morning, s/he can further infer that X is indeed Prof Pradeep.
1.2 Background
The main goal of surveillance is to ensure safety and security of the citizens. However, it is
impossible for security personnel like police forces to manually monitor all the places physically.
Therefore, multimedia sensors are employed as an aid to the surveillance operator as shown
in Figure 1.1. Particularly, current surveillance systems use large number of cameras [Lib07]
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Figure 1.1: A typical video surveillance system. Video cameras and microphones capture the
events and activities of the environment.
(Figure 1.2) to assess the situation and reduce security threats. However, this safety comes
at the cost of privacy of the individuals not involved in any illicit activities. Privacy concerns
prohibit us from keeping cameras at many critical places which need to be monitored. Still, a
large number of cameras are being placed to increase the coverage area. The huge amounts of
video recorded by surveillance cameras is generally discarded due to privacy concerns. Video is
capable of recording and preserving enormous amount of information that can be used in many
applications ranging from forensics to ethnography and other behavioral studies. Therefore, in
this thesis we analyze the privacy loss that might occur due to public access of the surveillance
video.
Protecting privacy of the individuals is important. Many countries have identified privacy as
a fundamental right and have attempted to make it a law [Ass48]. The oldest known legislation
on privacy is England’s 1361 Justices of the Peace Act against eavesdroppers and stalkers [BS03].
In 1890, US Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis recognized privacy as “the right to be left
alone” and declared it to be fundamental right of democracy [BZK+90]. Chesterman [Che11]
explains the need for collection of surveillance data and proposes the civilians to accept this
loss of privacy as the cost of security. The Global Internet Liberty Campaign [BD99] has done
an survey extensive to divide privacy in broadly four categories:
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Figure 1.2: Multiple cameras installed at a single site.
• Information Privacy: personal data such as credit card information and medical records;
• Bodily privacy: it concerns bodily attributes e.g. cavity and internal injuries;
• Privacy of communications: conversations via mail, telephones, email and other forms
of communication;
• Territorial privacy: location information such as places visited by an individual.
The surveillance video generally causes loss of “Bodily privacy” and “Territorial privacy”.
However, the sense of privacy is a subjective affair and it may depend on the individual’s
habits, preferences, and moral views [Lan01]. We extend these categories to include companion,
activity, and appearance as potentially sensitive information that can cause privacy loss.
1.3 Issues In Privacy-Aware Use of Surveillance Video
The main contributing factors of the privacy loss are the identity leakage of the individuals and
the presence of the sensitive information. Below are the important terms and definitions that
will be used in thesis with respect to the identity leakage.
Definition 1 Explicit Channels: These are the bodily identity leakage cues that are used to
identify a person. They mainly include facial and appearance information.
Definition 2 Implicit Channels: These are the contextual cues used to identify a person.
They mainly include what, when, and where information.
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Definition 3 Identity Leakage: The certainty with which an adversary can identify an indi-
vidual in the video. It is equivalent to inverse of the anonymity of individuals.
Definition 4 Explicit Identity Leakage: The identity leakage due to explicit channels.
Definition 5 Implicit Identity Leakage: The identity leakage due to implicit channels.
We recognize that the privacy loss is association of the identity with certain information in
the video that might be sensitive to the individuals. The knowledge of the identity of a person
is modeled as the identity leakage while the presence of sensitive information is denoted as the
sensitivity index:
Definition 6 Sensitivity Index: This is a measure of sensitive information in the video for
which an individual feels privacy violation would occur if made available to public.
Following are the important issues need to be considered for privacy-aware surveillance sys-
tem and privacy-aware publication of surveillance video data.
1.3.1 What causes privacy violation?
These issues are concerned with the robust privacy modeling which is necessarily the first step
of any privacy protection method.
1. Sensitive Information Vs Identity In early days of video conferencing, it was under-
stood that video always contains the sensitive information about the individuals and it
was transformed (e.g. blurred) such that users could know the identity, but could not
access the the sensitive information. In the current surveillance scenarios, the identity
of a person is modeled as privacy loss. Many methods of hiding the identity have been
proposed (e.g. face or blob obfuscation). We argue that both the sensitive information
and the identity should be considered to measure the privacy loss. The challenge here is
how to quantify these properties and combine to obtain overall privacy loss.
2. Implicit Channels Vs Explicit Channels In the past, the facial information is con-
sidered as main source of the identity leakage. While blocking the facial information is
necessary for preserving the identity, it is not sufficient. Identity could also be inferred
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through non-facial information like time, place, events, and activities. It is important to
quantify the identity leakage through these implicit channels in order to provide robust
privacy measures.
3. Single Camera/Multiple Camera The adversary (a surveillance operator or a per-
son using published video) might have access to video from multiple cameras. Multiple
cameras can provide additional information through correlated events and activities. If
the adversary has the knowledge of usual event and activity patterns at the surveillance
premise, access to multiple cameras might further increase the identity leakage. How to
quantify this additional identity leakage and combine with the identity leakage from single
cameras is a research challenge.
1.3.2 How to transform data to reduce privacy loss?
Once we get the tool to measure the privacy loss, we need to transform the data such that the
privacy is preserved with minimal compromise in the utility. Further, the surveillance data is
gigantic in size; therefore, the process of data transformation needs to be automated enough to
avoid the scalability problem. This requires the following issues to be considered:
1. Utility Measurement Earlier works on privacy-aware application of video data have
mainly focused on the robustness of the privacy protection methods. However, there are
many transformation methods to achieve similar levels of privacy preservation. To decide
which method provides best tradeoff between privacy and intended application of the data,
we need to quantify the utility of the original and transformed video data.
2. Transformation Method The video data can be transformed in multiple ways e.g. pix-
elization, quantization, and blurring. Many a times, using a combination of transformation
functions may give better tradeoff between the utility and the privacy. The question here
is how to choose the transformation function and in what order they should be applied
on the video data.
3. Selective Obfuscation Vs Global Operations In order to hide the privacy informa-
tion, the video data needs to be transformed. There can be two approaches of transforming
the data. In the first approach the privacy regions are determined with help of computer
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vision detectors and obfuscated. The biggest problem with this approach is that detectors
may fail, providing a non-robust privacy protection. The second approach is to globally
transform the whole image to hide the privacy information. This approach is very pes-
simistic and results in huge utility loss. A combination of both the approaches should be
used to obtain optimal tradeoff between the privacy and the utility of the video data.
1.4 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of thesis are on building models to quantify the privacy loss and utility
loss; and their application in privacy-aware surveillance and data publication as follows:
1. The past works have considered only explicit identity leakage (mainly facial information),
but they have not taken into account the implicit channels of what, when and where.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to model the privacy loss as a
continuous variable considering both explicit and implicit channels.
2. Most of the earlier works have modeled the privacy loss as the identity leakage alone or
presence of the sensitive information alone. However, the privacy loss is a function of
both of these quantities. In this thesis we quantify the identity leakage and the sensitivity
index, and propose model to combine these quantity and calculate overall privacy loss.
3. We model the utility loss for the application of data publication and propose a hybrid
data transformation method (using a combination of quantization and blurring). This
provides an opportunity of publishing surveillance video data which can be very useful for
testing vision algorithms, video ethnography, data mining, and policy making.
4. In the traditional surveillance system, the CCTV operator has prior context knowledge
of the surveillance site and its habitants, which makes it difficult to block the implicit
identity leakage channels. We propose an anonymous surveillance framework that advo-
cates decoupling the contextual knowledge from the video. The experiments show that
the proposed framework is effective in blocking the identity leakage channels and provides
better sense of privacy to the individuals.
5. The surveillance task is target (people, vehicle, etc.) centric and the amount of human
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attention depends on the number of the targets in the camera view. We model this
workload as a Markov chain and propose a dynamic workload assignment method that
equalizes the number of targets monitored by each operator by dynamically changing the
camera-to-operator assignment.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 a review of the related works is provided.
We review the earlier works from privacy modeling and data transformation perspectives. We
also provide a review of the existing video datasets and their limitations. Two tables have
been provided to precisely compare the proposed work with the earlier works. In Chapter 3
we provide a privacy model for video from a single camera. The model combines the identity
leakage from the implicit and the explicit channels. The model is applied in the scenarios of
privacy-aware video data publication. Extensive experiments are provided to demonstrate the
method.
An enhanced model of the privacy loss for multi-camera scenario is proposed in Chapter 4.
In this model, we use an event based framework to measure the identity leakage from multiple
cameras. The findings from the privacy models are applied to traditional surveillance systems
in Chapter 5. It is found that in the current surveillance systems it is very difficult to hide
the identity information from the CCTV operator. Consequently, an anonymous surveillance
framework is proposed that decouples the CCTV operator’s contextual knowledge from the
video data; and ensures enhanced privacy protection. Chapter 6 provides a summary of thesis,
conclusions, and it ends with the future research challenges that need to be solved in order to
provide robust privacy loss measures.
Chapter 2
Related Work
We review the privacy works from two perspectives: privacy modeling and data transformation.
In the privacy modeling, we describe different methods used to measure the privacy loss and
compare them with our proposed model. Next we discuss privacy protection methods employed
in various surveillance systems to understand their limitations. Finally, the need to publish
real surveillance data is emphasized by analyzing the existing datasets. We have also provided
a brief review of the privacy works in statistical data publication to form a background for
anonymity based privacy modeling.
2.1 Privacy Modeling
As the main focus of thesis is to design a privacy-aware video surveillance system, the first
step is to understand what characteristics of a video cause privacy loss. There has been only
little work specifically on privacy modeling. However, all the works on privacy-aware use of
multimedia assume some model of privacy loss in their framework. In this section we analyze
these works and discuss their robustness and adequacy for surveillance video. We have divided
the works into two broad categories. In the first set of works, it is assumed that the identity
is known through other means and the semantic information of the video causes privacy loss.
The other set of works assume that the identity leakage itself is equivalent to the privacy loss.
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Figure 2.1: Activity bars for four channels.
2.1.1 Sensitive Information as Privacy Loss
Privacy modeling in terms of the sensitive information is prevalent in the fields of office video
conferencing [DB92, FKRR93, TIR94] and pervasive computing [BS03, BA07] scenarios where
the identity of individuals is generally known to the adversary due to the user centric nature
of the applications. The goal of the researchers is to perform the intended application (i.e.
video conferencing and pervasive computing), without exposing the sensitive information. For
instance, some users are sensitive to their activity or location information. Hence, in these
works the privacy is modeled as the presence of such sensitive information:
Γ =


0 if video does not contain any sensitive information.;
1 otherwise.
(2.1)
Ackerman et al. [AS95] use iconic representation of humans in place of of actual images.
The authors use activity bars to indicate the activity level of the individuals participating in
the office conference scenario as shown in the Figure 2.1. Similarly, in NYNEX porthole system
[LGS97] [LSG97] the privacy is preserved by just showing the activity change in form of color
bars. The activity change is detected by comparing pixel values between consecutive frames.
As users may be interested in knowing the activity level over a window of time, the activity bars
are displayed for multiple instants (Figure 2.2). The system also provides its users a control to
blur the images globally, which are displayed along with the activity bars. In this work also it is
assumed that the privacy loss occurs due to presence of the sensitive information and blur helps
in removing the details of the image which might be sensitive. Zhao and Stasko [ZS98] filter the
video so that the individuals are identified, but other sensitive information like where they are,
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Figure 2.2: Activity bars at six consecutive instants for a given channel.
what they are doing, or who are with them, cannot be detected. To do that, the authors filter
the videos using three techniques: pixelization, edge detection, and shadow-view. Still, these
works do not provide computational models for the privacy or the utility of the data.
The most common intrusion in pervasive computing environments is users location infor-
mation and the ability to track it over extended period of time. Attempts have been made
to separate the location information from the identities of the users in pervasive computing
environments [CAMN+03, AMCK+02]. Beresford and Stajano [BS03] use pseudonyms and
mix zones to anonymize the identity and location of the users seeking location aware services.
Pseudonyms and anonymous identifiers are assigned to the user by a middleware between the
user and the service provider. It is argued in [BS03] that pseudonyms alone are not sufficient
for preserving the identity and the it can be inferred by analyzing the time spent by each user
at various locations.
Cheng et al. [CZT05] use false data to anonymize the identity. For instance, to receive
location aware advertisements on mobile phone and also protect location privacy at the same
time, false requests with random sites are also sent with the true request. In this way, the
service provider cannot know the users location precisely. The user can choose the correct
advertisement to see. Similarly, Bhaskar and Ahamed [BA07] describe obstructive nature of
pervasive computing environments. They also discuss the privacy issues which arise due to
location and context dependency of pervasive computing. Patrikakis [PKV07] provides a broader
review of privacy concerns in pervasive computing. Zhu et al. [ZCZM10] propose to reveal
bare minimum amount of user information to the service provider. For example, if a service
needs to know the city of residence, it should only be provided with city name rather than
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full home address. A user centric privacy protection framework is provided in [BZK+10] where
users can define their own priorities for privacy and negotiate with the service providers. In
pervasive computing, users can define their privacy policies, which are implemented accordingly
by mapping on the data level privacy policies (how to transform the data) [DUM10].
Tansuriyavong and Hanaki [TH01] propose a privacy preserving method for circumstantial
videos in which the human body is replaced by silhouette to protect the privacy. The name of
the individuals is displayed as text on the silhouette. In this work, the authors implicitly assume
that people are sensitive to appearance information. However, in normal scenarios people can
also be sensitive to other type of information as well such as time, place, and companion.
There are mainly two problems with these works. Firstly they do not tell how to quantify the
sensitivity of the video data, and secondly they don’t study how the uncertainty in the identity
information affects the overall privacy loss.
In contrast to surveillance, pervasive computing is a user centric application where the in-
dividual’s identity is generally known, while surveillance is an event centric application where
many tasks can be performed without knowledge of the identity. We agree that an adversary’s
end goal is to know the sensitive information about the individuals, still, if the identity is
preserved, the sensitive information alone does not cause privacy loss. This is similar to the
statistical data publication (e.g. hospitals publishing medical records for research purposes),
where they remove the identifiers like name, SSN number, and insurance number before pub-
lishing the data. In this way, the sensitive information like the name of disease and age of the
patient is exposed but the identities are preserved. It is difficult to hide the identity in pervasive
computing and video conferencing, however, as discussed earlier, many surveillance tasks can
be done without the identity information. For example, a suspicious activity, fight, intrusion,
or stampede can be detected without the identity information. Hence, there is a need to study
the combined effect of the identity leakage and the sensitive information on the overall privacy
loss.
2.1.2 Identity as Privacy Loss
Measuring the privacy loss in terms of the identity leakage is the most common approach of
privacy modeling in video surveillance community. In this approach, it is assumed that if
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Figure 2.3: The motion information is superimposed on the static background. Dark colored
boxes represent more recent motion.
the adversary can recognize a person in the video, it always leads to privacy loss. With this
assumption, they model the privacy loss in terms of the characteristics of the video which reveal
the identity of the person. The most common approach of privacy preservation has been to
detect and obfuscate the facial regions.
Hudson and Smith [HS96] take the reference image of the static background and superimpose
the human motion information in form of dark squares (Figure 2.3). The authors also discuss
the removal of the privacy information from the audio data. In that, they remove the intelligible
words from the speech and equalize the speech volume. Boyle et al. [BEG00] evaluate the effect
of blurring and pixelization on the privacy protection. Through user studies, they found blurring
provides better tradeoff between the utility of the data and the privacy loss, however, no models
are provided to measure these quantities. Wickramasuriya et al. [WDMV04] define four levels
of privacy: original image, blurred silhouette, monotonically colored silhouette, and bounding
box as shown in Figure 2.4. They detect the authorized people using motion sensors and RFID
tags, who are subsequently masked to protect privacy.
Zhang et al. [ZCC05] detect the human bounding boxes in the images and replace these
bounding boxes by the background. The background is estimated using Kalman filtering
[KvB90]. The extracted private information is separately encoded and then embedded into
the original video as watermark. Cheung et al. [CPN08, CVP+09] use object detection to
determine the bounding boxes covering the whole human body and replace these regions with
background. The original data of the bounding box is encrypted and sent with the obfuscated
data, which can be seen by authorized person’s using the encryption key. Most of these works
assume a binary model of privacy, where hiding human silhouette, or obfuscating bounding box
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Figure 2.4: Four levels of privacy: original, noisy/blurred, pixel colorized, and bounding box.
Image taken from [WDMV04]
covering human is considered as zero privacy loss, otherwise full privacy loss:
Γ =


0 if the human silhouette or bounding box is obfuscated;
1 otherwise.
(2.2)
Berger [Ber00] describes the privacy model in which the user specifies the skin tone of the
people in the video. The camera then detects that skin tone in the images and modifies the
images to obscure the facial information. Fidaleo et al. [FNT04] propose to use a filter for
detecting and removing the facial information before saving it onto the server until the person’s
behavior is considered suspect. Kitahara et al. [KKH04] detect and pixelize the facial region
to protect privacy in video recorded by mobile cameras. Similarly, Newton et al. [NSM05]
replace the faces in the images with eigen-faces so that the face recognition software fails. The
work mainly deals with the images in which a high resolution frontal face is present, which
is generally not true for surveillance data. Boult [Bou05] uses encryption to obscure privacy
regions which can be inverted later by authorized person using decryption key. The privacy
regions are determined using face detection. Chattopadhyay and Boult [CB07] extend this work
to implement the proposed privacy framework on a Blackfin DSP architecture (PrivacyCam).
Martinez-ponte et al. [MPDMD05] use face detection and tracking to detect the privacy regions
and move them to the lowest quality layer of JPEG 2000. Brassil [Bra05, Bra09] proposes to
use location sensitive mobile devices (e.g. GPS receiver) to protect the individual’s privacy.
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Using mobile device, people can express their preference for privacy preservation via wireless
communication such as GPRS. The segment containing particular person is processed to remove
privacy information by detecting and obscuring the faces. Chen et al. [CCYY07] detect faces
from the medical images and ask users to label humans. The images are further obscured to hide
human appearance. Chaudhari et al. [CCV07] detect and block (replace by a colored box) faces
to protect privacy. To reduce privacy loss through audio, the authors propose a pitch shifting
algorithm. Carrillo et al. [CKM08] detect and encrypt the faces to protect privacy. Dufaux et al.
[Duf11] scramble facial region to protect privacy. Different scrambling methods are compared
based on the rate distortion (PSNR) with and without scrambling. Schiff et al. [SMM+09] use
visual markers (colored hats) to localize faces and obscure them to protect anonymity of the
individuals. All of the above described works assume that if the face is obfuscated in the video,
it is zero privacy loss, if the face is visible, it is full privacy loss:
Γ =


1 if the face is recognizable;
0 otherwise.
(2.3)
Most of these works have put the main emphasis on the robustness of the privacy protection,
the utility of the data is generally ignored. They do not provide any computational models to
measure the utility and the privacy of the video data. The works are limited to a single camera
video and they do not analyze the impact of multiple events on the identity leakage. Later
we will see that the privacy models described in Equation 2.2 and 2.3 are not robust enough.
The identity loss can still occur even when these equations predict zero privacy loss. In 2009,
Babaguchi et al. [BKUT09] conducted a user study about people’s sense of privacy. In the
study they found that users felt least privacy violation when their body was replaced by a text
annotation in the images compared to other images which showed original image, face removed
image, silhouette transformed, an image with human body replaced with age and gender as text
annotation. It further shows that it is not only the identity, but the association of the identity
with the sensitive information that causes privacy loss.
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2.1.3 Summary
In the past works, the privacy loss is often viewed as a set of predefined discrete values. This set
could be of size two (privacy is preserved or lost) [TLB+06, KTB06, SPH+05, PCH09, Qur09]
or a fixed number [MVW08]. Further, it has been observed that researchers have focused only
on the who aspect (face information) and they have overlooked other implicit inference channels
associated with what (activity), where (location where video is recorded) and when (time when
video is recorded). An adversary can observe the behavior, look at the places visited and use
prior knowledge to infer the identity information. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to model the privacy loss as a continuous variable in the range, considering both explicit and
implicit channels.
Table 2.1 presents a summary of existing works and shows how the proposed work is novel
compared to them. This summary has been provided from the following different aspects:
whether implicit inference channels are considered; whether privacy loss is modeled for surveil-
lance video from multiple cameras; whether the notion of sensitive information has been used in
privacy loss computation; whether privacy loss is determined as a binary or continuous value;
whether privacy loss is determined based on single or multiple events in the video? It is clearly
shown in the table that the proposed work is novel in many aspects.
2.2 Data Transformation
Once the characteristics of video are identified that cause privacy loss such as image regions
or event sequences, the next step is to transform the video data such that the privacy can be
protected. One trivial solution to this problem is to remove everything from the images, but
such video has no utility. For example, a video captured for activity monitoring should serve the
utility of activity detection while preserving the privacy. In order to study this tradeoff between
the privacy and the utility, we need to have computational models of both. In Table 2.2, we
present a comparison of our proposed work with other works with respect to the following
points: whether implicit identity leakage channels (e.g. location, time and activity information)
have been used for assessing the privacy loss; whether privacy loss is modeled as a binary
value (1 and 0), a set of fixed values, or a continuous function; whether a tradeoff between the
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Table 2.1: A Summary of Related Work for Privacy Modeling.
Implicit Multi- Sensitive Modeling Consider-
Work Channels Camera Info (SI)/ Binary/ ation of
Identity (I) Continuous Events
Ackerman et al. [AS95] No No SI Binary No
Hudson and Smith [HS96] No No I Binary No
NYNEX [LGS97] No No SI Binary No
Lee et al. [LSG97] No No SI Binary No
Zhao and Stasko [ZS98] No No SI Binary No
Berger [Ber00] No No I Binary No
Tansuriyavong and Hanaki
[TH01]
No No SI Binary No
Al-Muhtadi et al. [AMCK+02] No No SI Binary No
Campbell et al. [CAMN+03] No No SI Binary No
Beresford and Stajano [BS03] No No SI Binary No
Kitahara et al. [KKH04] No No I Binary No
Fidaleo et al. [FNT04] No No I Binary No
Wickramasuriya et al.
[WDMV04]
No No I Fixed levels No
Senior et al. [SPH+05] No No I Binary No
Newton et al. [NSM05] No No I Binary No
Boult [Bou05] No No I Binary No
Martinez-ponte et al.
[MPDMD05]
No No I Binary No
Zhang et al. [ZCC05] No No I Binary No
Brassil et al. [Bra09] No No I Binary No
Koshimizu et al. [KTB06] No No I Binary No
Spindler et al. [SWH+06] No No I Fixed levels No
Thuraisingham et al.
[TLB+06]
No No I Binary No
Bhaskar and Ahamed [BA07] No No SI Binary No
Chen et al. [CCYY07] No No I Binary No
Chaudhari et al. [CCV07] No No I Binary No
Carrillo et al. [CKM08] No No I Binary No
Moncrieff et al. [MVW08] No No I Fixed levels No
Paruchuri et al. [PCH09] No No I Binary No
Qureshi et al. [Qur09] No No I Binary No
Cheung et al. [CVP+09] No No I Binary No
Schiff et al. [SMM+09] No No I Binary No
Bagues et al. [BZK+10] No No SI Binary No
Dehghantanha et al. [DUM10] No No SI Binary No
Zhu et al. [ZCZM10] No No SI Binary No
Dufaux et al. [Duf11] No No I Binary No
Saini et al. [SAM+10] Yes No I & SI Continuous Single
Proposed Model Yes Yes I & SI Continuous Multiple
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privacy loss and the visual distortion of the whole frame due to data transformation (we call
it utility loss)has been examined; and which of the approaches (selective obfuscation or global
operations) has been adopted.
Most researchers [BEG00],[SPH+05], [FNT04], [WDMV04], [KTB06], [TLB+06], [CKM08],
[PCH09], [Qur09] have used selective obfuscation to preserve the privacy in the surveillance
videos. They have adopted the traditional approach, which is to detect the region of interest
(e.g. face or blob) and hide it. Since this approach is limited by the accuracy of the detectors,
privacy cannot be guaranteed. The other set of works do not rely on the detectors and go for
global transformation of the whole image [AS95, LGS97, LSG97, BEG00]. In these works, the
obfuscation function (bluring, quantization, pixelization etc.) is applied on the whole image to
hide the privacy information. This approach is too pessimistic and affects the utility of the data
adversely.
In a recent survey, Chinomi et al. [CNIB08] compare different methods for obscuring people
in the video data. In PriSurv [CNIB08], the appearance of a person is manipulated depending
on the viewer. The transformations are shown in Figure 2.5. The images are arranged in
decreasing order of the privacy loss. Following transformations are explored:
• As-Is (Figure 2.5.a)
In this transformation the video is kept in its original form. Effectively, the video con-
tains all the visual information that can help the adversary to learn the identity of the
individuals as well as the sensitive information about them. Therefore, this forms the
lowest level of privacy protection. Figure 2.5.a shows the original image as a result of this
transformation.
• See-through (Figure 2.5.b)
In see-through transformation the pixel values of the foreground and the background are
blended such that the background is visible through the object. The viewer cannot obtain
information from the video as precisely as from the original. Hence, it provides better
privacy than showing the original image, but this improvement is not significant as most
of the visual information is still accessible and adversary can easily obtain the identity
information.
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• Monotone (Figure 2.5.c)
Some people might be sensitive to the color related information e.g. color of clothes,
skin tone etc. To preserve privacy in these scenarios, the color information of the image
is removed in ‘monotone’ transformation. This transformation is reliable as it does not
involve any object detection and minimally affects the task of video surveillance. However,
the transformation is effective only if the individuals in the video are only sensitive to color,
because other information is still available in the video. This transformation is also not
effective for hiding the identity.
• Blur (Figure 2.5.d)
In this transformation the object is blurred so that the sharp details of the object are
hidden. Enough amount of blurring can hide the identity of the individuals, but it will
also affect the quality of surveillance if the motion information is not preserved. This
method depends on the accuracy of the object detector, and it will fails when the detector
fails. However, in worst cases we can blur the whole image globally.
• Pixelization (Figure 2.5.e)
Pixelization is very effective technique in hiding the appearance of humans in the video
if the object can be detected accurately. As can be seen in the Figure 2.5.e, it is very
difficult to identify the individuals in a pixelized image. However, it distorts the object
boundaries more severely than blurring. If the boundary information is important for the
intended surveillance task, this transformation is not good.
• Edge (Figure 2.5.f)
In this transformation, edge detection is performed on the object and the object is replaced
by extracted edges in one color. In the Figure 2.5.f we can see that this method is effective
in hiding the identity information and appearance details from the image. The challenge
in this method is accurate detection of the object boundary and nature of background. If
the background has high frequency information, inaccurate object detection will distort
the shape of object making surveillance very difficult.
• Border (Figure 2.5.g)
If the object can be detected accurately, it can be replaced by object boundary which is
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sufficient for determining the activity information. However, there are mainly two prob-
lems with this approach: (1) it is very hard to accurately determine the object boundary
(2) if the individual is carrying an auxiliary object that is security threat, this transfor-
mation completely eliminates this information. Further, it is not possible to globalize this
transformation.
• Silhouette (Figure 2.5.h)
Replacing an object by its silhouette is similar to replacing by the border. The identity
of the individual in the video is preserved effectively but the method depends on the
accuracy of silhouette detection method. In this case also we do not have the option of
global transformation as that will eliminate everything from the image.
• Box (Figure 2.5.i)
Replacement of the object by a painted box hides all details of the object except the height
and width. While this method is also limited by the accuracy of the object detectors, it
can affect the surveillance more adversely. The security threats due to image regions in
the box cannot be detected.
• Bar (Figure 2.5.j)
This transformation is one step further of the box transformation. In this transformation,
the width information is also removed by replacing the object by a single line. With this
transformation, only few surveillance tasks like people counting, crowd flow, intrusion etc.
can be performed. Given the inaccuracies of the object detectors, this method is highly
unreliable from privacy perspective.
• Dot (Figure 2.5.k)
In this transformation, the object is replaced by a single dot hiding all details of the
object but the location. No activity detection can be performed on the video which is
transformed with this method. This transformation can be used in scenarios where people
counting is the only surveillance task. Object detection also limits applicability of this
method in real systems.
• Transparency (Figure 2.5.l)
This transformation is the other extreme of the ‘As-Is’ transformation. In this transfor-
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mation, the object is completely removed as if the object was not there. This is highest
level of the privacy that can be provided. This method does not require accurate object
detectors as all the frames can be simply replaced by the static background frame. No
surveillance can be performed after this transformation.
As shown in Table 2.2, our work is different from the works of other researchers in many
aspects. First, we examine the implicit identity leakage channels which have been ignored in
the past. Second, in our work the privacy loss is modeled as a continuous variable compared
to binary or a predefined set of fixed values. Third, the proposed privacy preserving method
presents a tradeoff between the utility and the privacy for the data publication scenario. Finally,
the proposed method examines a hybrid approach for data transformation. In our approach,
we propose to use combination of quantization and blurring that achieves improved tradeoff
between the privacy and the utility.
2.3 Data Publication
Publication of video data is very useful for many user communities. Many applications related
to ethnography, psychology and policy making can benefit considerably from analysis of this
data. For example, researchers working in the field of automated video surveillance can test
their algorithms on the published video. There are few video datasets available for public
download and testing. The Honda/UCSD Video dataset [LHYK03, LHYK05] contains video
sequences for evaluating face tracking/recognition algorithms. The dataset contains videos clips
contributed by volunteers and Youtube videos. The videos contained many normal life scenarios
(concepts) like birthday parties and weddings. There are few datasets for testing human action
recognition algorithms which consist of video clips from Hollywood movies [MLS09, LMSR08].
Kodak’s consumer video dataset can be used for semantic indexing of the videos. NIST [NIS10]
has provided broadcast news video dataset for researchers in information retrieval field. These
videos are artificially generated except when the users voluntarily donate the videos. They also
include dataset for surveillance event detection. PETS [PET11] has provided datasets for the
evaluation of vision algorithms deployed in video surveillance systems such as human tracking,
crowd analysis, left baggage detection, vehicle tracking etc.
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Figure 2.5: Different data transformations explored for privacy protection by Chinomi et al.
[CNIB08]. Image taken from [CNIB08]
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Table 2.2: A comparison of the proposed work with the existing works on privacy-aware surveil-
lance
The work Identity leakage Utility Approach Global Obfuscation
(GO)/Selective obfus-
cation(SO)
channels used quantified? adopted
Ackerman et al.
[AS95]
No No Iconic representation GO
Hudson and Smith
[HS96]
No No Iconic representation SO
NYNEX [LGS97] No No Image Transformation GO
Lee et al. [LSG97] No No Iconic representation SO
Zhao and Stasko
[ZS98]
No No Image transformation GO
Boyle et al. [BEG00] Explicit No Image transformation GO
Berger [Ber00] No No Face obfuscation SO
Tansuriyavong and
Hanaki [TH01]
No No Silhouette obfuscation SO
Kitahara et al.
[KKH04]
No No Face obfuscation SO
Fidaleo et al. [FNT04] Explicit No Face obfuscation SO
Wickramasuriya et al.
[WDMV04]
Explicit No Blob obfuscation SO
Senior et al. [SPH+05] Explicit No Face and blob obfuscation SO
Newton et al.
[NSM05]
No No Face obfuscation SO
Boult [Bou05] No No Face encryption SO
Martinez-ponte et al.
[MPDMD05]
No No Face compression SO
Zhang et al. [ZCC05] No No Blob obfuscation SO
Brassil et al. [Bra09] No No Face obfuscation SO
Koshimizu et al.
[KTB06]
Explicit No Silhouette obfuscation SO
Spindler et al.
[SWH+06]
Explicit No Blob obfuscation SO
Thuraisingham et al.
[TLB+06]
Explicit No Face obfuscation SO
Chen et al. [CCYY07] No No Face obfuscation SO
Chaudhari et al.
[CCV07]
No No Face obfuscation SO
Carrillo et al.
[CKM08]
Explicit No Face obfuscation SO
Moncrieff et al.
[MVW08]
Explicit No Face obfuscation SO
Dufaux et al. [Duf11] No Yes Blob obfuscation SO
Paruchuri et al.
[PCH09]
Explicit No Blob obfuscation SO
Qureshi et al. [Qur09] Explicit No Blob obfuscation SO
Cheung et al.
[CVP+09]
No No Blob obfuscation SO
Schiff et al.
[SMM+09]
No No Face obfuscation SO
Proposed work Explicit and Yes Data GO
implicit transformation
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The above mentioned datasets are either staged or taken from movies. The videos generally
contain scenes created by the actors in constrained scenarios. Due to limited size, they generally
do not capture the scenarios in entirety. In contrast, surveillance videos are virtually infinite
in size and represent the real scenarios an algorithm may encounter when deployed in systems.
Also, the surveillance videos can be used for various social studies involving human behavior
such as video ethnography, which is not possible with the available video datasets as the events
and activities are generally artificially generated.
Activity analysis is the basic building block of many video analysis applications; therefore,
our goal is to publish video data in such a way that not only the utility of the published data
is maintained, but the privacy loss is also minimized. To achieve this goal, contrary to the past
works in which the approach has been to detect and obfuscate the facial region in the images,
we propose to transform the video data. The data transformation function is chosen such that
face, location, and time cannot be detected; however, the detectors that contribute to the utility
would work.
2.4 Privacy in Statistical Data Publication
In the statistical data publication, the concept of identity preservation is well studied. The
statistical data is published as tuples which consist of the following fields:
• Direct identifiers: These attributes almost uniquely identify a person. Examples include
name, ssn, passport number, email id, address, and registration number. The direct
identifiers are removed from the tuples before publishing.
• Quasi identifiers: These identifiers relate the data to a group of people. Examples are age,
school name, postal code, country, height, weight, color, profession, etc. The application
of published data determines which quasi-identifiers to publish.
• Sensitive attributes: These are mainly the attributes people do not want others to know.
For example, the hospital records have disease description which people generally do not
want to disclose to others. The mapping from identities to these sensitive attributes results
in privacy violation. Privacy protection is achieved by releasing the data in such a form
that this mapping cannot be established by the adversaries.
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The statistical data is anonymized before publishing in order to ensure privacy [FWCY10].
The traditional methods of anonymizing data are removal of direct identifiers; and perturbation
and sub-sampling of quasi identifiers. In all these cases, there is one entity which is considered
‘trusted’ and data sanitization is performed by that entity. Later it is found that even after
primitive sanitization, the privacy preservation is not guaranteed [Swe02]. This lead researchers
to explore other techniques to generalize the data to sustain the privacy attacks by an ad-
versary with auxiliary knowledge. These include k-anonymity [Swe02], l-diversity [MKGV07],
t-closeness [LL07], and δ- presence [NAC07]. A recent work [Dwo06] argues that it is impossible
to achieve the privacy in absolute sense and introduced differential privacy. A detailed summary
of these techniques can be found in [FWCY10].
2.5 Summary
In this chapter we have reviewed previous works on privacy modeling, data transformation, and
video data publication. We have found that the current models ignore the identity leakage from
implicit channels. Therefore, the current models of privacy are not robust and only give false
sense of privacy protection. There is a need to extend the privacy models to consolidate the
identity leakage from both implicit and explicit channels. The data transformation functions
proposed in the literature are limited by the accuracy of the vision detectors. Therefore, they
provide unreliable privacy protection. Further, we need continuous models of the privacy and
the utility in order to study tradeoff between the two, which are not available in the literature.
Publicly available datasets are very useful for many research communities. The current datasets
are either staged or movie clips and lack realness. The enormous amount of surveillance footage
captures real events, but it cannot be published due to privacy concerns. Therefore, there is a
need to explore privacy preserving publication of surveillance video data.
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Chapter 3
Privacy Model for Single Camera
Video
Video is a rich source of information. The first step towards privacy preserving use of video
data is privacy modeling. Surveillance systems record video using multiple cameras and extract
the embedded information for the assessment of the situation [DV08]. Similarly, other scientific
and social studies can benefit from the availability of video data. The biggest problem with
the use of video data is a privacy violation [KTB06]. People do not like their activities being
recorded and watched by others. The challenge here is to minimize the privacy violation which
might occur due to public access of the video data while still preserving its usability. A detailed
modeling of the privacy loss may expose various leakage channels through which the privacy
violation occurs, which can be blocked to reduce the same.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that presence or absence of the facial information deter-
mines the privacy loss. Although this method of assessing privacy counters the explicit inference
channel of identifying people by their facial information, it often leaves various implicit infer-
ence channels that can be used by adversaries in order to infer the identities of individuals in
the video. In the proposed model, the privacy loss is determined based on the explicit as well
as implicit identity leakage channels. The following are examples of implicit inference channels
that can cause identity leakage of the individuals in the video:
• What are the activities recorded in the video? This can be learned and associated with
a person or group of people. For example the way people greet others can be specific for
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individuals.
• Where is the video recorded? Spatial clues can help in determining a person’s identity.
For example landmarks and text legends can reveal the location and limit anonymity to
a small number of people.
• When is the video recorded? The time information can further reduce the ambiguity in
the identity. For example, a person entering a shop in the early morning is most likely to
be one of the employees.
We applied the privacy model to transform video in data publication scenario that simulates
the worst case situation of the privacy loss in video surveillance systems as the data is accessible
to everyone. For preserving an individual’s privacy, we need to transform data into such a form
that no identity information can be inferred from the transformed data. However, the process
of data transformation may affect the utility of the data. The core idea of our approach is to
transform the video data in such a manner that minimizes the utility loss and the privacy loss
simultaneously. To measure the utility loss, we determine the important tasks required for the
given application and propose a task based model to quantify the utility loss between zero and
one.
We summarize the main contributions of this chapter as follows:
• We first measure the identity leakage through implicit and explicit inference channels as
degree of anonymity; and then compute the privacy loss. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work that models the privacy loss as a continuous variable for video data
publication scenario.
• We propose a task based utility model to study the tradeoff between the utility and the
privacy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to study the tradeoff
between the privacy and the utility over a continuous scale.
• We investigate a suitable transformation function that minimizes the utility loss as well
as the privacy loss of the published data.
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3.1 Chapter Organization
We start the chapter with important terms and definition (Section 3.2). The privacy is modeled
(Section 3.3) as a product of the identity leakage and the sensitivity index. While the identity
leakage is determined based on both implicit and explicit channels (Section 3.3.1), the sensitivity
index captures the possibility of the video containing the sensitive information (Section 3.3.2).
For data publication (Section 3.4), a problem is formulated (Section 3.4.1) to study tradeoff
between the utility loss (Section 3.4.2) and the privacy loss for different data transformation
methods (Section 3.4.3); followed by experimental results (Section 3.4.4). The research findings
of the work presented in the chapter are summarized in Section 3.5.
3.2 Definitions
Following are some of definitions and the key terms used throughout the chapter.
Definition 7 Event: The event definition has been adopted from [AKJ06]: ‘Event is a physical
reality that consists of one or more living or non-living real world objects (who) having one or
more attributes (of type) being involved in one or more activities (what) at a location (where)
over a period of time (when)’.
Definition 8 Evidence: This is the information which is extracted from the video data. The
facial information is termed as “who” evidence, any activity related information is termed
“what” evidence, temporal information is said to be “when” evidence, and spatial information
as “where” evidence. These evidence types have been identified as main aspects of a generic
event model [WJ07].
Definition 9 Privacy Loss: This is the certainty with which an adversary is able to gain the
sensitive information about an individual in the video.
Definition 10 Utility Loss: Utility loss of the published video data refers to the decrease in
the degree of accuracy by which analysis tasks can be accomplished with respect to the original
data.
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Figure 3.1: Assessment of the privacy loss of the individuals in the video. The privacy loss
is determined based on the identity leakage and associating the identity with the sensitive
information present in the video.
3.3 Proposed Privacy Model
In the past works, it has been assumed that the privacy loss is equivalent to either the identity
leakage [WDMV04], [CKM08] or the sensitive information present in the video [AS95], [LGS97],
[ZCZM10]. We recognize that the privacy loss occurs when the adversary is able to map an
identity to the sensitive information in the video, for example their habits, physique, companions
etc. With this observation the privacy loss is modeled as a combined function of identity leakage
and sensitivity index (a measure of the sensitive information in the video). The block diagram of
the proposed privacy analysis framework is shown in Figure 3.1. We first calculate the identity
leakage and the sensitivity index separately and then combine them to calculate overall privacy
loss. The adversary can either be a human being with prior knowledge or an automated system
with pattern information obtained through data mining and similar learning techniques.
3.3.1 Identity Leakage
Different forms of the identity leakage of the people in the video are based on four types of
evidences: who a person is, what activity the person is performing, when the person is doing
that activity, and where is the person doing it. Except what evidence, all other evidences could
be detected in a single frame of the video. The identity leakage from individual evidences or
group of evidences are modeled as a measure of anonymity, which is popularly used in statistical
data publication to measure the privacy loss [Swe02], [MKGV07], [LL07] and refers to the state
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of being anonymous. For evidences what, when, and where, the anonymity is calculated directly,
whereas for the who evidence, it is estimated to be close to unity.
The proposed model consolidates the identity leakage from both implicit and explicit channels
to provide more robust measures of privacy loss. We will use notations wo, wt, wn, and wr to
refer to the detection of who, what, when, and where evidences. The explicit identity leakage
Iex occurs due to the presence of who evidence and it is modeled as Iwo i.e. Iex = Iwo, where
Iwo is the identity leakage due to who evidence.
The identity leakage due to implicit channels depends on the number of evidences detected.
When there are no people in the frame, the identity leakage is zero. The identity leakage only
occurs when one or more people are present in the video. Since people are always involved in
some activities, what evidence is always detected whenever there are people in the video. With
what evidence, we can also have when and where evidences detected. Therefore, the implicit
identity leakage Iim is modeled as follows:
Iim =


0 if no people are present;
Iwt if only what detected;
Iwt,wr if what and where detected;
Iwt,wn if what and when detected;
Iwt,wn,wr if what, when and where
detected.
(3.1)
The detailed modeling of Iwo, Iwt, Iwt,wn, Iwt,wr and Iwt,wn,wr is described below.
• Iwo: The evidence who almost uniquely identifies the person. It is generally assumed that
everyone has unique facial features that are used to distinguish that person from others;
therefore, if the face is detected in a video, providing who evidence, the identity leakage
is unity as shown in Equation 3.2.
Iwo =


1 if the face is recognizable;
0 otherwise.
(3.2)
• Iwt: Individually, this evidence contributes negligibly to the identity leakage. Because lots
of people do similar activities in the world, even if we recognize the activity correctly, the
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person will be identified as one from a large group of people. For example, we recognize
that a person in the video leans while shaking hands. If when and where evidences are not
present, there are thousands of people in the world who lean while shaking hands; hence
the identity leakage is very small. Since the identity leakage is inverse of the associated
group size, it is a very small value that can be ignored in most cases. The value of Iwt is
calculated as follows:
Iwt =
ρ
Gwt
(3.3)
where ρ is the number of people simultaneously present in a frame, Gwt is the average
number of people per activity detected in the video, and ρ ≤ Gwt. To calculate this
value, we define a polymorphic function H that returns the number of people satisfying
the conditions provided as arguments. Now, Gwt is calculated as:
Gwt =
1
n1
n1∑
i1=1
H(ξi1) (3.4)
where n1 is the number of activities, ξi1 is i
th
1 activity.
• Iwt,wn: It is the identity leakage when the people are present in the video, and the time
information is also available. The identity leakage due to these two evidences is calculated
by determining the anonymity. The total time (24 hours in our case) is divided into
different slots and the number of people performing particular activity in each time slot
∆t is counted. The average number of people in a time slot is treated as the group size
Gwt,wn, which provides the measure of anonymity:
Gwt,wn =
1
n1 ∗ n2
n1∑
i1=1
n2∑
i2=1
H(ξi1 ,∆ti2) (3.5)
where n2 is the number of total time slots. The identity leakage Iwt,wn is calculated as:
Iwt,wn =
ρ
Gwt,wn
(3.6)
where, ρ is the number of people detected simultaneously in the frame.
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• Iwt,wr: The availability of what and where evidence results in Iwt,wr identity leakage.
The where evidence is generally made available by detecting landmarks or text legends
in the video. The presence of this evidence associates a person to a group of people who
are usually found at the place of recording. Similar to Iwt,wr, firstly the group size for
each popular text legend or landmark is calculated; then the average group size Gwt,wr is
calculated as a measure of anonymity:
Gwt,wr =
1
n1 ∗ n3
n1∑
i1=1
n3∑
i3=1
H(ξi1 , λi3) (3.7)
where n3 is the number location identifiers and λi is i
th location identifier. Once we
determine the association group size Gwt,wr, the identity leakage can be calculated by
dividing the number of people detected ρ by the group size:
Iwt,wr =
ρ
Gwt,wr
(3.8)
• Iwt,wn,wr: The presence of all three type of evidences results in significant increase in the
identity leakage, and the individuals in the video can be associated to a small group of
people. For example, lots of people snack; lots of people do lots of things at 4 pm; but
John and Mike are amongst the only persons at Great Residences who snack at 4 pm. So
three pieces of evidence, snacking (what), Great Residences (where), and 4 pm (when)
reduce the group size to 2 leading to the identity leakage of 0.5, assuming there is only
one person in the current frame. Hence, with all three type of evidences present in the
video, the identity leakage is calculated as:
Iwt,wn,wr =
ρ
Gwt,wn,wr
(3.9)
where Iwt,wn,wr is the identity leakage due to simultaneous present of what, when, and
where and Gwt,wn,wr is the associated average group size which is calculated as follows:
Gwt,wn,wr =
1
n1 ∗ n2 ∗ n3
n1∑
i1=1
n2∑
i2=1
n3∑
i3=1
H(ξi1 ,∆ti2 , λi3) (3.10)
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While it is generally difficult to accurately measure group sizes (G), they can be estimated
with the help of domain knowledge. For example, the group size at a personal office can be in
a single digit. On the other hand, the group size for a subway station can be in thousands.
Overall Identity Leakage
When multiple evidences are detected simultaneously, the overall identity leakage from each
frame is calculated as the maximum of the implicit and explicit identity leakages i.e.
If =MAX{ Iex︸︷︷︸
explicit
, Iim︸︷︷︸
implicit
} (3.11)
where If is the identity leakage from a frame. While the identity leakage is calculated for
each frame of the video, the frame which causes the worst case identity leakage is considered
the representative of the whole video for both explicit (Iex) and implicit (Iim) channels. Let I
be the identity leakage for the video clip under consideration, it can be determined as follows:
I =MAX{If | ∀f ∈ V } (3.12)
In Equation 3.11 and 3.12 we consider the worst case scenarios to emphasize that the privacy
preserving techniques need to be robust enough to block these channels in every frame of the
video. If the person in the video is recognized even in one frame, this identity information can
be propagated to other frames and cause the privacy loss.
3.3.2 Sensitivity Index
The privacy loss and the identity leakage are two separate phenomenon. Mere identity leakage
does not generally cause privacy loss. For example, a video which only shows full frontal face
reveals the identity of the person quite accurately. However, if no other information can be
learned from video (activity, place, time, etc.), people generally do not feel it to be a privacy
loss. It is worth mentioning that a person’s face is usually public and can be easily accessed in
many other ways from the web [R.08]. On the other hand, if the video also shows which place the
person is visiting or whom the person is meeting, it might be a privacy loss for some individuals.
Similar situation can be found in the statistical data publication where well structured data
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Table 3.1: Commonly found sensitive information.
Sensitive Attribute Example
Activity Showing middle finger when alone.
Spatial Information Generally we do not want strangers to
know which places we visit.
Time Some people mind when others asso-
ciate their activities with timing pat-
terns.
Gesture People make strange gestures while
they are alone and do not want others
to watch that.
Clothes Many teens wear clothes which they do
not want their parents to know.
Physique People with atypical physique may be
sensitive to that e.g. height.
Habits Most people have some personal id-
iosyncratic sensitive habits like twid-
dling fingers under stress.
Companion Information Some people do not want everyone to
know whom they associate with.
Associated Objects What we carry with us.
records of individuals are published after removal of the direct identifiers [FWCY10]. There, the
privacy loss occurs when an adversary is able to map the identity to the sensitive information,
stored in the sensitive information fields of the published data records. For example, medical
data records might contain disease names as sensitive information.
Privacy loss occurs when the adversary is able to associate the identity with the sensitive
information. Video generally contains enormous amount of information which might qualify
as sensitive information. Which information is sensitive and which is normal depends on the
individuals and it may vary from person to person [Lan01]. Yet, Table 3.1 enumerates commonly
found video attributes which are considered sensitive. Fortunately, most of these attributes are
well captured by the evidence types what, when, and where, and the identity leakage through
these implicit channels can provide a basis to determine the privacy loss.
To calculate the privacy loss, we need to obtain not only the identity leakage but also the
amount of the sensitive information in the video. We assume that the information in the
video consists of a set of attributes and some of these represent the sensitive information. Let
A = {a1, a2, ...al} be the set of attributes that can potentially be sensitive information. Let W
be priority vector defined as:
W = {wk | k ∈ [1, l], wk ≥ 0, w1 + w2, ...+ wl = 1} (3.13)
The elements of the vector are weights (wk) which are set by the individuals seen in the video and
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they reflect their priority of the corresponding attribute as sensitive information. By analyzing
the video it can be determined what sensitive attributes are detected in the video:
S = {sk | k ∈ [1, l]} (3.14)
The elements of the vector are determined as follows:
sk =


1 if kth attribute is detected;
0 otherwise.
The sensitivity index is calculated as a dot product of the priority vector and the sensitivity
vector:
Ψ =W.S (3.15)
The equation reflects that any information in the video only adds to the privacy loss if it is
also sensitive to the individuals in the video.
3.3.3 Privacy Loss
If V is the video data under consideration, the privacy loss can be defined as follows:
Definition 11 The Privacy loss due to published data V is represented by 0 ≤ Γ(V ) ≤ 1. Γ = 0
implies no privacy loss and Γ = 1 represents the worst case where the individual’s identity, along
with other information such as activity, time and place, can be determined exactly.
If we remove the identity information completely, the video cannot cause privacy loss to any
individual; no matter how much sensitive information the video contains. This is because the
sensitive information cannot be associated to anyone. Similarly, if there is nothing sensitive in
the video, it generally does not cause privacy loss. In both the cases, the resulting privacy loss
is zero. Hence, the privacy loss can be calculated as the product of the identity leakage and the
sensitivity index.
Γ = I ×Ψ (3.16)
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The implication of the equation is that both the sensitive information and the identity leakage
can be manipulated to control the privacy loss.
3.3.4 Absence Privacy
Other than the privacy loss of the people who are present in the video, the background informa-
tion also causes privacy loss to the people who are absent in the video. Absence information has
been recently recognized as a sensitive information in many scenarios [FRVM+10]. Research in
privacy-aware use of video data has been focused on the privacy loss that occurs when there
are people present in the video; however, there are no attempts in literature to measure the
privacy loss that occurs due to the absence of people in a video. Even a blank video with only
background information enables the viewers to gain additional information about the absence
of individuals at the location where the camera is placed. This additional information was not
available to the viewer before watching the video; therefore it may lead to privacy loss [Dal77].
The following examples demonstrate the impact of such a privacy loss:
• Consider a company campus where there are two clinics: general clinic and X disease
clinic. There are no surveillance cameras around X disease clinic to protect the privacy,
but the area around general clinic is monitored. John tells his friends that he is going
to hospital but no one is seen in cameras around general clinic on that particular day.
Traditional privacy loss models would suggest zero privacy loss in this case; however, it
compromises the privacy of John who does not want others to know his/her disease.
• In social networks such as Facebook, let us consider that someone uploads a video clip of
a friend’s Birthday party. If people having access to this video clip find that John should
have been there but is not present in the video, it can provide some evidence that John
might not have joined this party. This can lead to privacy loss for John.
Intuitively, the identity leakage gives us the probability of someone being present in the video.
Therefore, the absence of a person can be modeled as a compliment of the identity leakage and
the absence privacy loss (Γ′) could be calculated as follows:
Λ = (1− I)×Ψ (3.17)
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As discussed earlier, the privacy loss occurs when an adversary is able to learn the sensitive
information about an individual from the exposed video that could not be learned without it
[Dwo06]. The privacy loss in a video can be of two types: 1) privacy loss due to the presence
of people, e.g. an adversary is able to determine that the person was present at a particular
place and gain additional sensitive information about that person, such as place, time, activity,
accompanying people etc. (Equation 3.16); and 2) privacy loss due to absence of people, e.g.
adversary could know that the person was not present at a particular place ((Equation 3.17)).
In the second case, if the person was expected to be there, but s/he was not there, it might cause
privacy loss. Which of these two privacy losses is more important, depends on the scenario. For
example, if it is a hospital or police station, people do not want to be observed there since their
presence can leak some sensitive information about them. On the other hand, if it is an office
scenario, people worry if others know that they did not reach the office on time, which can also
cause privacy loss.
3.4 Privacy-Aware publishing of Surveillance Video
Publication of video data is very useful for many user communities. Many applications related
to ethnography, psychology and policy making can benefit considerably from availability of nat-
ural video data. Further, the researchers working in the field of automated video surveillance
can test their algorithms on the published video. There are few video datasets available for
public download and testing [SOK06], [LHYK03]; however, these videos are generally staged or
movie clips with only limited scenarios. The huge amounts of video recorded by CCTV surveil-
lance systems capture real scenarios in their entirety. This data is generally discarded after
some time due to obvious privacy concerns [SWH+06], [Lev06]. In this section, we extensively
investigate the privacy issues associated with surveillance video data and explore opportunities
for publishing it for analysis purpose.
In this work we recognized that a large number of video applications use blob detection
and tracking as basic building blocks. For instance, the most important and widely researched
issue in video surveillance research is event detection, which extensively involves blob detection
and tracking. Similarly, other applications such as policy making, behavior analysis, crowd
analysis, people counting also mainly depend on the blob detection and tracking. Therefore, we
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propose to choose a transformation function that allows blob detection and tracking, but face,
location, and time information is hidden. Specifically, we propose a hybrid method of privacy
preservation that uses a combination of blurring and quantization on the whole image. The
experimental results on staged data as well as 24 hours of real surveillance video show that this
method produces video data which minimizes both the privacy loss and the utility loss.
3.4.1 Problem Formulation
Our main goal is to release video data such that anyone using the data cannot get any additional
information about the individuals in the video. This can be achieved by hiding the identity
and/or the sensitive information from the video. We have two conflicting demands here: Utility
and Privacy. If we increase the privacy, the data may lose its usefulness for the intended
application. On the other hand, the increase in the utility may result in disclosure of the
private information. To show the trade-off between these demands, we measure the loss in
privacy due to public access of the video data and the loss in the utility due to transformation.
For the sake of clarity, we first provide the definition of the utility loss.
Definition 12 Utility loss of the published video data refers to the decrease in the degree of
accuracy by which analysis tasks can be accomplished with respect to the original data.
With this definition, we formulate the research problem of video data publication as follows:
• Let V be the original video data, V ′ the transformed video data, and k tasks (τ1, τ2, . . . ,
τk) are to be performed on the transformed data.
• The Utility loss of the published data V is denoted by 0 ≤ U(V ) ≤ 1, which is computed
by aggregating the Utility loss values Uj(V ), 1 ≤ j ≤ k, for the k tasks along with their
associated weights that are determined based on the application requirement. Note that
Uj = 0 implies zero utility loss i.e. the j
th task can be accomplished with the same
accuracy as with original data, whereas Uj = 1 means full utility loss i.e. the j
th task
cannot be accomplished with the transformed data.
• Let F be a transformation function that converts original video data V to the published
video data V ′.
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Our goal is to find F that minimizes the following energy function E:
E = ηΓ(F(V )) + (1− η)U(F(V )) (3.18)
where η is the importance factor to have a tradeoff between the utility and the privacy. Its
value can be low if the utility is more important to us and high if privacy restrictions are more
severe.
3.4.2 Utility Loss Computation
Utility loss is closely associated with the application, which can be abstracted as a set of tasks.
Different applications may have different sets of tasks. For example, in a video surveillance
application there are four major tasks: i) to detect and recognize faces for identifying people (who
information), ii) to detect and track blobs for finding out their activities (what information),
iii) to detect text captions and landmarks for identifying the location (where information), and
iv) to compute overall brightness level for identifying the time of day (when information).
In the statistical data publication, the traditional way to control the privacy loss is general-
ization [FWCY10]. The quasi identifiers, such as gender and age which cause identity leakage
implicitly, are divided into groups according to the generalization algorithm and one value
is chosen to represent the whole group, referred to as the generalized value. However, after
performing the generalization, the data becomes less informative. The loss of information is
calculated by comparing the original data with the generalized data. Using similar approach,
we transform the video data using blurring, quantization, and pixelization in order to ensure
the privacy. The utility loss is calculated by comparing the accuracies of the tasks before and
after the transformation. The desired transformation function is the one that minimizes both
the utility loss and the privacy loss.
As discussed above, the Utility loss Uj(V
′) of the data V ′ for a task τj is the measure of
decay in the accuracy due to data transformation. To calculate Utility loss, the detector (e.g.
face detector, blob detector etc.) corresponding to the task (face detection, blob detection) is
run over the whole video data before and after transformation. Uj(V
′) is then calculated by
considering the accuracy of the detection task after transformation (Accj(V
′)) and with original
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data (Accj(V )). This is formulated as following:
Uj = 1−
Accj(V
′)
Accj(V )
(3.19)
where Accj(V ) is the accuracy of the task on data V and it is calculated as:
Acc =
TP
(TP + FP + FN)
(3.20)
The true positives (TP ), false positives (FP ), and false negatives (FN) are defined as follows
- TP : The detection corresponds to ground truth, FP : The detection does not have any
corresponding ground truth, and FN : No corresponding detection for the ground truth.
Here we have omitted true negatives from calculation because the sample space is not limited
i.e. the number of detections is not bounded for a frame. The overall loss in the utility U is
computed by aggregating the utilities of the data for all the tasks. Precisely,
U(V ′) =
k∑
j=1
αj × Uj(V
′) (3.21)
where αj is the normalized weight of the j
th task in the overall utility loss of the data.
The higher the weight, the more the utility loss of the data. These weights are taken based
on the goal for which the publishable data has been prepared. For example, we may want to
publish the video data for the application which mainly needs blob detection. In this case,
in order to compute the overall utility loss, the weight for the face detection task would be
low while it would be very high for the blob detection task. For instance, in a surveillance
scenario where activity detection is the prime motive, blob detection is more important than
face detection, hence, it has more weight in computing the utility loss. Having said that, the
weights should be determined based on application scenario and would vary significantly over
multiple applications.
3.4.3 Data Transformation
Here we discuss the data transformation functions (See F in Section 3.4.1) that can be used to
prepare the publishable data V ′ from the original video data V . Ideally, the function F should
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contribute minimum to the utility loss with full privacy preservation. With this requirement
in mind, we examine selective and global transformations. First we describe the limitations of
selective obfuscation in Section 3.4.3. Next, in Section 3.4.3, we discuss pros and cons of various
global transformation options: resolution variation (pixelization), blurring, and quantization.
We find that these global transformations do not provide the best privacy-utility tradeoff when
used alone. We finally propose a hybrid global transformation method in Section 3.4.3.
Selective Obfuscation
This is the most popular form of transformation explored by researchers. Computer vision
techniques are used to determine the ROI in the image that are later obfuscated to hide the
evidence information. This type of transformation heavily depends on the accuracy of vision
algorithms. Furthermore, the large number of false detections introduce random patches in the
image, limiting its utility. An accurate model of background is necessary for many multimedia
tasks like activity analysis, tracking; however, it is difficult to determine whether the patchy
region belongs to foreground or background. The background model needs to be updated
according to the operations used to obfuscate the regions. Unlike other works, we do not make
any assumption of the availability of accurate detectors, as one of our motivations for data
publishing is unavailability of accurate detectors. The published video data is to be used by
researchers to improve the performance of the detectors.
Global Transformation
In the global transformation, the obfuscation operation is applied on the whole image. This
method of data transformation is robust as it does not depend on the detectors. At the same
time, this method is too pessimistic. We transform the whole image just to hide a small
portion of it. Fortunately, the background model based object detection and tracking methods
work better on the globally transformed data rather than selectively obfuscated video. This
is because it is easy to maintain and update the dynamic background model when the data
is globally transformed. In order for the dynamic background modeling to work on selectively
transformed video, we need to maintain the background models for all transformations and keep
updating them. Further, the selected background model may change pixel to pixel. Therefore,
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in this work we chose to globally transform the video. There are many operations that can
be used to globally transform the data. Below we explore three commonly used operations
[CNIB08] and discuss their limitations.
Pixelization/Resolution Variation
Pixelization is the process of effectively reducing the resolution of the image. It is done by
replacing a square block by its average. If δ is the block size and f(x, y) is the original image,
the pixelized version fp(x, y) of the image can be obtained as follows:
fp(x, y) =
1
δ2
δ∑
i=1
δ∑
j=1
f
(⌊x
δ
⌋
δ + i,
⌊y
δ
⌋
δ + j
)
(3.22)
Changing the resolution of the image from high to low can be used to hide the evidence
information from the video data. The reduction in resolution depends on the size of region of
interest, and needs to be estimated for the worst case scenario. Decreasing the resolution of the
image makes it difficult to identify the people in the video; nevertheless, the loss in the utility
of the data can be drastic. The information loss is much more prominent with a slight change
in the resolution of the image. Furthermore, the image loses the precious spatial information.
For instance, Figure 3.2(a) shows the 47% sub-sampled version of a 320×240 pixel image; while
the face detector fails at this resolution, the persons can be still identified by human beings.
Blurring
In this method we use a low pass filter (also known as Gaussian filtering) on the entire image to
hide the evidence information. The Gaussian blurred image fb(x, y) is obtained by convolving
the original image with a Gaussian function G(x, y) i.e.
fb(x, y) = f(x, y) ∗G(x, y) (3.23)
with G(x, y) given by
G(x, y) =
1
2piσ2
e−
x2+y2
2σ2 (3.24)
where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian. From the privacy perspective, it can
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effectively hide the evidence information present in the video; however, there are limitations
of this method. Firstly, to effectively hide the evidence information, we need an estimate of
the area occupied by region of interest; e.g. a bigger face area would require more blurring.
Secondly, image enhancement techniques can be used to approximate the original image. If
less blurring is done, the viewer can easily identify the person by looking at the image (Figure
3.2(b)) on the other hand if we blur the image excessively, the boundary of the foreground and
background gets smoothed which adversely affects the detection tasks such as blob detection.
Nevertheless, we can see from Figure 3.2(c) that it is very difficult to detect text in this image,
both by detectors and human beings. So we conclude that blurring can help in removing high
frequency evidence information (like textual information), yet it is not sufficient for effective
privacy preservation.
Quantization
In statistical data publication, the quasi-identifiers are generally numerical values that are
generalized to a representative; e.g. the age of people between 25 and 35 can be generalized
to 30. Mathematically this is equivalent to the quantization of the age values. Following a
similar approach, quantization can be used as a generalization tool for video (image) data. The
quantized image fq(x, y) can be obtained as follows:
fq =
⌊
f(x, y)
q
⌋
q +
q
2
(3.25)
Image quantization introduces permanent loss of the information. In the quantization pro-
cess, the pixel values are rounded to the nearest quantization level, and there is no means to
recover the original value post quantization. Also, in Figure 3.2(d) we can see that it is quite
difficult to identify the person from a coarsely quantized image. While the quantization is effec-
tive in hiding facial information, it performs very poorly in hiding textual information as texts
are generally recognized even in a binarized image.
Proposed Hybrid Approach (Blurring and Quantization)
It can be seen that no method, alone, is sufficient to remove the privacy information effectively.
We propose a hybrid method combining both “blurring” and “quantization” as it can provide
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: (a-b) Even when the face detector fails, the person can be identified by looking at
the blurred image, (c) The resolution is reduced to 47% for the face detector to fail, still face
can be identified, (d) It is difficult to identify the person from a coarsely quantized image.
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better utility for a given privacy than individual operations of blurring and quantization. In the
hybrid approach, we can apply blurring first or quantization first. In the first case, we analyze
the video to determine how much blurring is needed to suppress the high frequency evidence
information; based on which we apply a Gaussian filter of appropriate size. The blurred image
is then coarsely quantized to hide the identity i.e.
fbq =
⌊
fb(x, y)
q
⌋
q +
q
2
(3.26)
where fb is given in Equation 3.23 and fbq is the first blurred and then quantized image.
Effectively, we first remove the high frequency private information from the image via blurring
and then introduce random non-recoverable high frequency noise via quantization to hide the
identity information. In the second case we reverse the order of the transformations and apply
quantization first followed by blurring i.e.
fqb(x, y) = fq(x, y) ∗G(x, y) (3.27)
where fq is given by the Equation 3.25 and fqb is the first quantized and then blurred image.
We found in the experiments that the proposed method transforms the video to a form where
human beings cannot easily identify the people in the video; however, some application tasks
like blob detection and tracking can still be accomplished. It is shown that the proposed hybrid
method systematically removes evidence information while preserving the desired utility of the
data. Particularly, the first blurring and then quantization approach is able to obtain the best
tradeoff between the privacy and the utility.
While the superiority of the proposed method is validated by conducting extensive set of
experiments on large amount of the video, the privacy loss in those experiments is still calculated
manually. It is hard to calculate the privacy loss when the length of the video is large. We
make the following two observations to cope with this problem:
• In a surveillance video, the background regions that cause evidence detection are of the
same size throughout the video. Therefore, the parameters determined for a fixed length
of the video are applicable for the whole video irrespective of its length.
• The transformation required to hide the facial information depends on the face size and
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its proportional to the size of facial region. Therefore, the part of the video that contains
biggest face size will determine the transformation parameters required to hide faces in
the whole video.
Hence, we can address the scalability problem if we are able to find the portion of the video
that has the largest face size. Fortunately, the surveillance cameras are generally fixed and the
minimum person-to-camera distance can be easily determined. This domain knowledge can be
exploited to find a representative clip from the video and the proposed method can be applied
on that small video clip to obtain the transformation parameters. Now, any video clip from
this camera can be transformed with these parameters, solving the problem of scalability. In
summary, following are the steps that can be taken to publish surveillance video recorded from
a given camera:
1. Analyze the video from the camera and select a segment of the video in which people
are walking closest possible to the camera and frontal faces are visible. This is called
representative video. The representative video can also be recorded with help of actors by
making them walk as close to the surveillance camera as possible with frontal face visible.
2. Obtain the transformation parameters for this small segment of the video according to
the proposed method of first blurring then quantization. Note that the privacy loss cal-
culations are done on the representative video, while the utility loss calculations can be
done for the whole video as it is done automatically.
3. Now any clip that is recorded from the same surveillance camera can be transformed using
those parameters.
In this way, after initial preprocessing step, the method can be applied online to any length
of the video.
3.4.4 Experiments and Results
The application scenario considered for experiments consists of two tasks: blob detection and
tracking. Both the tasks are considered equally important, so the associated weights for utility
calculation are α1 = 0.5 and α2 = 0.5. For blob detection, a Gaussian mixture models (GMM)
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Table 3.2: Description of the video data used in experiments
Data Type Total
frames
Activity
frames
People (ρ) Resolution Duration Scenario
Video1 Mock 6650 5045 2 320×240 30 Minutes Indoor
Video2 Mock 3940 2340 4 320×240 30 Minutes Outdoor
Video3 Real 28216 17218 20 704×480 24 Hours Indoor
based adaptive background model [SG99] is used; and the blob detections in the original and
transformed data are compared based on the blob location and area to detect TP , FP , and
FN . The most important difference between the tracking and the blob detection is that the blob
detection works on individual frames while in the tracking we associate targets across frames
[MSS08]. To calculate the tracking accuracy, we compare the blob associations in the original
and the transformed video. The correct and incorrect associations are determined by comparing
pixel histograms to calculate TP , FP , and FN for tracking. The utility loss of both tasks is
combined using Equation 3.21 to calculate overall utility. Since the accuracies are calculated
with respect to the detections in the original data, Acc(V ) is unity for both the tasks.
The value of η is chosen slightly more than 0.5 (i.e. 0.6) to simulate a scenario in which the
privacy is more important than the utility. While the effect of the sensitive information is kept
out of scope of this work and will be studied in future, in these experiments we consider an
activity as the sensitive information. Since the activity information is present in all the original
and transformed videos, the sensitivity index is unity for all experiments i.e. Ψ = 1.
The experiments have been designed to study the following issues:
• Effect of the hidden inference channels on the privacy loss from the published video data.
• Effectiveness of different transformation methods in reducing the privacy loss.
• Optimum amount of blurring and quantization required to minimize the energy function
(see Equation (3.18)) for a given application.
• Effectiveness of the hybrid approach in which we use both blurring and quantization
simultaneously.
Dataset
The experiments are conducted with set of three videos with different characteristics (see Table
3.2). Two videos are recorded in indoor surveillance settings and one in outdoor setting. Video1
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(a) Video1 (b) Video2 (c) Video3
Figure 3.3: Representative frames from the three video clips.
is recorded in a university lab (indoor) and contains who, what, when (through glass window),
where (through text legend) evidence. Similarly, Video2 is recorded at the entrance of floor
where the lab is situated (outdoor) and contains who, what, when (sunlight), where (through
text legend and university logo) evidence. The real surveillance video (Video3) has who and
what evidences. Although in these experiments the main source of where evidence has been
text legend, it can come from other sources as well e.g. familiar places, company logos, familiar
figures etc. In order to remove the evidence all the sources which can lead to the detection of
that evidence should be transformed. The representative frames from the videos are shown in
Figure 3.3. Note that for the purpose of anonymity, we show only blank video frame (without
any person in it) for Video 3 throughout this chapter, e.g. Figure 3.3c.
For all three videos, people performed walking activity (n1 = 1, ξ1 = walking). The only
source of where evidence was text legend (n2 = 1, λ1 = legend), and the time was divided into
two slots i.e. n3 = 2, ∆t1 = day and ∆t2 = night. With these coefficients, the group sizes for
the first two videos are determined as follows: the Gwt is a large number (i.e. 100000) because
without the knowledge of when and where information it can be assumed that lots of people
do lots of activities in the world; however, if we also have the when evidence, the group size
(Gwt,wn) reduces to approximately 10000. In the same way, by knowing the where information
with the what information, the group size (Gwt,wr) reduces to a small value, e.g. 10 in our
case. This number was chosen based on the information that 10 graduate students used to
come to the graduate lab (we named it “Smart Lab”) at our institution. Finally, with all three
evidences what, when and where, the cluster size (Gwt,wn,wr) further reduces to a very small
number. In our case, this number was 5. This is because on average only five students used to
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come to the lab during day time. The real video was recorded at the main building entrance,
hence the group size for evidence what and where (Gwt,wr) is 1000 and (Gwt,wn,wr) is 100. Other
coefficients are the same as in the other videos.
Privacy Assessment: Implicit Vs Explicit
Since current automatic evidence detectors are still far behind a human’s capabilities of evidence
detection, we performed a user study to calculate the privacy loss and demonstrate the proposed
framework. In this study, our three colleagues participated. The users were asked the following
three questions: 1) is the face recognizable? 2) is the time when the video was shot available?
and 3) is the location recognizable? These three questions were asked to conform with the
Iwo, Iwn and Iwr values, respectively, obtained using our privacy assessment method. The
overall answer is calculated as “No” only if all users answer in “No”, otherwise it is considered
“Yes”. Note that we did not ask questions like ‘Can you recognize the person?’ to minimize
the subjective component in evaluation. The answer to such questions heavily depends on the
users’ prior knowledge.
We provide the answers of the above three questions for video1 in Table 3.3 (for varying degree
of blurring) and Table 3.4 (for different quantization steps). The ‘Machine detected’ column
shows the result of automatic techniques run on the machine, while the ‘Human detected’
column contains the user opinion. The privacy loss is provided in last two columns, which is
computed based on machine-detected and human-detected options. The boldfaced values in the
table show the nonzero identity leakage that occurs due to implicit channels. In these cases,
even when the face is removed (i.e. Iwo is zero), the privacy loss would be non zero. This
situation can be observed in Table 3.4 in the rows corresponding to quantization 90 and 120.
The explicit identity leakage is zero while the implicit identity leakage is still 0.2 leading to
nonzero privacy loss. Therefore, focusing on only explicit identity leakage may leave loop holes
in hiding identity, while the proposed method provides more robust measures of privacy.
We also observe that in many cases the privacy loss based on the machine detections predicts
zero value, whereas the human detected privacy loss is still significant. This result mainly shows
that the current automatic methods of evidence detection are not reliable; for instance the face
could still be recognized by humans while the face detector failed. Similar results are obtained
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Table 3.3: Privacy loss for video1 with different degrees of blurring.
who where when
b M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
2 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
4 No Yes No No No Yes
6 No No No No No No
8 No No No No No No
10 No No No No No No
∗M and H represent Machine-detected and Human-detected options, respectively.
Identity leakage Privacy Loss
Implicit Iim Explicit Iex Γ
b M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 0.2 0.4000 1 1 1 1
2 0.0 0.4000 1 1 1 1
4 0.0 0.0002 0 1 0 1
6 0.0 0.0000 0 0 0 0
8 0.0 0.0000 0 0 0 0
10 0.0 0.0000 0 0 0 0
Table 3.4: Privacy loss for video1 with different quantization steps.
who where when
q M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
30 Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
60 Yes Yes No Yes No No
90 No No No Yes No No
120 No No No Yes No No
150 No No No No No No
∗M and H represent Machine-detected and Human-detected options, respectively.
Identity leakage Privacy Loss
Implicit Iim Explicit Iex Γ
q M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 0.2 0.4 1 1 1 1.0
30 0.2 0.4 1 1 1 1.0
60 0.0 0.2 1 1 1 1.0
90 0.0 0.2 0 0 0 0.2
120 0.0 0.2 0 0 0 0.2
150 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0
for video2 (Table 3.5 and Table 3.6) and video3 (Table 3.7 and Table 3.8). Consequently, in the
remaining experiments we calculate the privacy loss by considering the human detections.
Effect of Data Transformation Methods on Privacy Loss and Utility Loss
In this experiment, we explore the effect of various data transformation methods on the pri-
vacy loss and the utility loss. The following data transformation methods are used: selective
obfuscation, blurring only, quantization only, hybrid (both quantization and blurring). We also
study trade off between the privacy and utility losses and compute the energy function using
Equation 3.18. The privacy assessment is explained in detail in the previous section.
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Table 3.5: Privacy loss for video2 with different degrees of blurring.
Implicit identity leakage Explicit identity leakage Privacy Loss
Iim Iex Γ
Blurring (b) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 0 0.8 1 1 1 1
2 0 0.8 1 1 1 1
4 0 0.8 0 1 0 1
6 0 0.8 0 0 0 0.8
8 0 0.8 0 0 0 0.8
10 0 0.4 0 0 0 0.4
who where when
Blurring (b) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
2 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
4 No Yes No Yes No Yes
6 No No No Yes No Yes
8 No No No Yes No Yes
10 No No No Yes No No
12 No No No No No No
∗M and H represent Machine-detected and Human-detected options, respectively.
Table 3.6: Privacy loss for video2 with different quantization steps.
Implicit identity leakage Explicit identity leakage Privacy Loss
Iim Iex Γ
Quantization (q) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 0 0.8 1 1 1 1
30 0 0.8 1 1 1 1
60 0 0.8 1 1 1 1
90 0 0.8 0 1 0 1
120 0 0.8 0 1 0 1
150 0 0.4 0 0 0 0.4
who where when
Quantization (q) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
30 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
60 Yes Yes No Yes No No
90 No Yes No Yes No No
120 No Yes No Yes No No
150 No No No Yes No No
∗M and H represent Machine-detected and Human-detected options, respectively.
Table 3.7: Privacy loss for video3 with different degrees of blurring.
Identity leakage Privacy Loss
Implicit Iim Explicit Iex Γ
Blurring (b) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 0 0.0002 1 1 1 1
2 0 0.0002 0 1 0 1
4 0 0.0002 0 1 0 1
6 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0002
8 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0002
10 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0002
who where when
Blurring (b) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 Yes Yes No No No No
2 No Yes No No No No
4 No Yes No No No No
6 No 0 No No No No
8 No 0 No No No No
10 No No No No No No
∗M and H represent Machine-detected and Human-detected options, respectively.
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Table 3.8: Privacy loss for video3 with different quantization steps.
Identity leakage Privacy Loss
Implicit Iim Explicit Iex Γ
Quantization (q) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 0 0.0002 1 1 1 1
30 0 0.0002 0 1 0 1
60 0 0.0002 0 1 0 1
90 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0002
120 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0002
150 0 0.0002 0 0 0 0.0002
who where when
Quantization (q) M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗ M∗ H∗
1 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
30 No Yes No Yes No Yes
60 No Yes No Yes No No
90 No Yes No Yes No No
120 No Yes No Yes No No
150 No No No Yes No No
150 No No No No No No
∗M and H represent Machine-detected and Human-detected options, respectively.
Detect and Hide Evidence Regions
In this method the evidence regions of the image are selected using computer vision techniques
and consequently obfuscated. However, since these techniques are usually not fully accurate,
there may be cases where the evidence regions in a few video frames are left undetected and
remain visible. In Figure 3.4, the first row shows the results of face detection, and the second
row the results of a method based on hiding the facial information. In the first frame (Figure
3.4a), the face is hidden properly, which helped in accurately removing the facial information
from the image. However, in Figure 3.4b, the face region is incorrectly detected and therefore
incorrectly obscured, while in Figure 3.4c, the face is not detected at all and remains visible.
Note that if the face is seen in even one frame, the identity is revealed.
Even with error-free accurate face detectors, hiding faces is not enough for preserving the
privacy. The implicit inference channels due to evidences when and where also need to be
blocked; which again needs accurate detectors such as a text detector, landmark detector, etc.
We applied a text detector on the video clip and found that it fails to detect text even when the
writing is clearly visible and readable by a human. One of such instances can be seen in Figure
3.4c. This shows that we need a data transformation method that either does not depend on the
accuracy of the vision algorithms or provides robust the privacy preservation with the existing
algorithms.
The utility of the data is also affected adversely if there are false detections. If the obfuscated
region does not belong to the actual foreground (for example, false face detections), the obscured
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.4: Row 1 shows the results of the face detection and row two the transformed data.
Table 3.9: Privacy loss, utility loss, and Energy calculation for selective obfuscation method.
Video1 Video2 Video3
Operation Γ U E Γ U E Γ U E
Quantization 0.999 0.108 0.643 1.000 0.222 0.689 0.974 0.183 0.658
Blurring 0.999 0.188 0.675 1.000 0.248 0.699 0.974 0.214 0.670
region will produce a false positive in the blob detection. We applied a face detector on the
transformed video and calculated the utility loss. The resulting privacy and utility loss are
shown in Table 3.9. We observe a large values of energy function which implies that this
method is not effective in providing the privacy and the utility simultaneously.
Blurring
In this experiment the images are uniformly blurred to hide the private information. In this
way, this method does not require ROI detection algorithms and still provides better privacy
preservation, blocking both implicit and explicit channels of the identity leakage. Here, a
Gaussian low pass filter is applied on the whole image. The degree of blurring is defined as the
size of the filter used for blurring; a blurring of degree b means a b × b Gaussian filter is used
to blur the images (with σ = b). The larger the value of b, the greater the image is blurred.
The resulting privacy loss, utility loss, and energy function are shown in Figure 3.5. Initially
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the privacy loss is maximum (leading to E = 0.6) when no transformation is done. The utility
loss of blob detection and tracking tasks increases as we increase the degree of transformation
causing energy to monotonically increase, until the transformation is sufficient to hide one or
more evidences. The energy value encounters a dip whenever an evidence changes from detected
to not detected, for instance the energy value at b = 6 for video2 in Figure 3.5. However, the
desired minimum value of the energy is generally achieved when all the evidences are removed
(except what which cannot be removed). For Video1 and Video3, the optimum values of the
energy function are obtained for b = 6. In Video2, the source of where evidence (text legend and
university logo) was close to the camera and occupied a relatively larger portion of the image.
Also, people walked quite close to the camera, so we had to apply a large amount of blurring
(b = 10) in order to remove the privacy information. The minimum value of the energy is still
around 0.53, which is more compared to Video1 (0.13) and Video3 (0.077).
Figure 3.6 shows the results of this approach with the corresponding blurring values. In
this figure, it can be easily observed that blurring removes the private information effectively;
however, the problem with this method is that it is generally too pessimistic and destroys image
quality which reduces the utility of the data. Therefore, we next examine the quantization
method.
Quantization
In this experiment the images are quantized to hide the private information. The pixel values
are quantized with the varying quantization step q using equation 3.25. The resulting privacy
loss, utility loss, and energy function are shown in Figure 3.7. For Video2 and Video3, the
value of the energy function are slightly higher than what we got with blurring (0.5419 and
0.1952 respectively), while for Video1 it is lower (0.111). The higher energy values for Video2
and Video3 are due to relatively dynamic nature of the background in Video2 (moving trees
and varying sunlight) and Video3 (moving escalators, light and tables, chairs etc). Also, in
contrast to Video2 and Video3, Video1 is a low resolution and the text is very small, so small
value of quantization is enough to remove the privacy information and we get a better energy
value. Figure 3.8 shows sample results of blob detection for three different videos with corre-
sponding quantization values which provide minimum energy. Similar to blurring, this method
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Figure 3.5: Privacy loss, utility loss, and energy with different degrees of blurring.
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video1, b = 6
video2, b = 10
video3, b = 6
Figure 3.6: The images are blurred to hide the identity information.
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Figure 3.7: Privacy loss, utility loss, and energy with different degrees of quantization.
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video1 ,q = 90
video2 ,q = 150
video3 ,q = 150
Figure 3.8: The images are quantized to hide the identity information.
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is also effective in hiding privacy information; however, it failed to show any improvements over
blurring.
Hybrid Approach
The blurring operation removes the high frequency evidence information whereas the quan-
tization is effective in destroying the low frequency evidence information. Both blurring and
quantization, when used alone, lead to disadvantages. This observation lead us to a better
hybrid transformation function, which involves a combination of blurring and quantization. In
this case, the obvious questions are: how much blurring and how much quantization should be
done, whether blurring should be done first and then quantization should be done, or quanti-
zation should be followed by blurring. To resolve these questions, we performed the following
experiments:
• Case #1 First Blurring Then Quantization: In this experiment, we fix the degree of
blurring and vary the quantization step. The resulting values are shown in Figure 3.9.
• Case #2 First Quantization Then Blurring : Here we fix the quantization step and vary
the degree of blurring. Figure 3.11 shows the resulting values.
It is observed that both the methods are effective in hiding private information. However, we
can notice in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.11 that first blurring and then quantization approach is able
to achieve minimum values of energy function (Equation 3.18) for all three videos. For Video1
the minimum energy is 0.073 which is obtained for b = 4 and q = 30. Similarly, the minimum
energies for Video2 and Video3 are 0.297 and 0.077 which are obtained at b = 4, q = 150 and
b = 6, q = 1 respectively. Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.12 show the corresponding best results for
the two hybrid approaches. First blurring then quantization approach works better because
blurring first removes the high frequency information and quantization adds the white noise
with flat spectrum which uniformly distorts the image. In the case of first quantization and
then blurring, the white noise is added first and blurring removes both the high frequency noise
and the upper band of white noise added to distort the image. This uneven addition of the
quantization noise negatively affects the utility of the image.
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Figure 3.9: Privacy loss, utility loss, and energy with first blurring then quantization hybrid
approach.
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video1
b = 4, q = 30
video2
b = 4, q = 150
video3
b = 6, q = 1
Figure 3.10: The resultant images when first blurred and then quantized.
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Figure 3.11: Privacy loss, utility loss, and energy with first quantization and then varying
degrees of blurring.
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video1
q = 90, b = 2
video2
q = 1, b = 10
video3
q = 1, b = 6
Figure 3.12: The resultant images when first quantized and then blurred.
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3.4.5 Discussion
Experiments show that in some scenarios the implicit channels can cause severe privacy loss,
hence these channels should be blocked before the data is published. The minimum energy
value obtained for selective obfuscation method is 0.643 which is quite high compared to other
methods which are around 0.1. This happens because the privacy loss is always close to unity
in the selective obfuscation method as the detection methods are not totally reliable. Hence
selective obfuscation is often not the best choice for privacy preservation. In the proposed
method, between blurring and quantization methods of data transformation, blurring generally
results in lower energy values hence it is considered superior than the quantization. However,
the best energy values are obtained by using the hybrid approach i.e. first blurring by small
amounts and then quantizing as required.
3.5 Summary & Conclusions
A robust privacy model is paramount for privacy-aware video surveillance. Current privacy
models have only focused on the explicit channels of identity leakage (e.g. facial information)
while other implicit channels (what, when and where) are generally ignored. In this chapter
we propose a model that considers both implicit and explicit channels of identity leakage.
The privacy loss is modeled as a product of the identity leakage and the presence of sensitive
information; measured as sensitivity index. The model has been applied for privacy-aware
publishing of surveillance video data. Maintaining a tradeoff between two conflicting demands,
the privacy and the utility, of the video data is crucial for any application. In this chapter we
have proposed computational model of the utility loss for the applications of data publication.
It is found that a hybrid global transformation approach of blurring and quantization best serves
the purpose of transforming video data. In summary, following are specific conclusions:
• The implicit channels can cause significant privacy loss even when the facial information
is not present. Therefore, blocking implicit channels is also equally important.
• Detect and hide approach is not reliable and provides a bad tradeoff between the privacy
and the utility.
• Hybrid approach provides better tradeoff.
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• First blurring then quantization provides better tradeoff.
The proposed privacy model is for a single camera video. In the case of multiple camera
videos, there will be additional identity leakage channels. In the next chapter, we enhance the
proposed model in order to measure privacy loss for a multi-camera scenario.
Chapter 4
Enhanced Privacy Model for
Multi-Camera Video
The implicit channels of identity leakage play a very important role in determining the privacy
loss that could occur from a video. In the previous chapter, we found that removing the facial
information is necessary for the privacy preservation, but it is not sufficient and the privacy
loss could still occur through the implicit channels of identity leakage. However, in that work
we only considered the privacy loss from a single camera video. The access to multiple camera
videos may cause additional privacy loss in the following ways:
• The adversary can correlate persons in multiple video streams and observe more activities
resulting in increased chances of the identity leakage and the privacy loss. For example,
from a single camera generally we cannot infer what places a person visits or whom he
meets over a period of time at different places. But this information can be easily extracted
by correlating people over multiple camera videos.
• Imagine the adversary identifies one person in a camera video. S/he can use this in-
formation to infer the identity of other people in the video. Further, this leakage can
be propagated to other camera videos if the adversary is able to correlate people across
multiple videos.
In the previous model, the evidence information is measured as a binary variable for the
whole video clip. For a single camera video it is sufficient because the identity leakage through
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event patterns is not significant. However, in case of multi-camera video, the events may
be spatio-temporally distributed; and as discussed above, the event patterns can significantly
contribute to the identity leakage. Therefore, in order to measure the identity leakage from the
multi-camera video, we need to analyze evidences at a higher granularity of events.
In this chapter we emphasize the implicit inference channels in the case of multi-camera
surveillance videos and provide an enhanced model for the privacy loss assessment. In the
proposed model, we first divide the video into a sequence of events and then represent these
events using propositional logic statements. Information extraction is applied to these events to
find different types of evidences what, when and where (we assume that the who evidence has
already been blocked in the video). The evidence information is used to measure the identity
leakage that can occur due to each event. To incorporate the identity leakage due to event
pattern knowledge of the adversary, we prepare event lists for each target and fuse the identity
leakages from all the events in the list using the anonymity based approach. Finally, the privacy
loss is modeled as a product of the identity leakage and the presence of sensitive information.
While the proposed event based privacy model incorporates the breach in the current privacy
methods, it also integrates seamlessly with currently growing research on event-based semantic
representation of the video [DvGN+08], [PF11], [FBRG11]. The model measures the privacy at
the semantic level in comparison to the earlier approaches that are mainly based on region of
interest (RoI) like face and blob.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as:
• An enhanced model for determining the identity leakage which incorporates the events in
the video.
• An enhanced model that calculates the identity leakage for each individual in the video.
• The adversary’s knowledge is precisely stated and its effect on the identity leakage is
calculated.
The chapter is laid out as follows. The identity leakage is modeled in Section 4.1 followed by
the privacy loss assessment in Section 4.2. We provide experimental results in Section 4.3 and
finally conclude the chapter with a discussion on deployment of method in real systems and its
limitations in Section 4.4. Finally we conclude chapter in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.1: The framework for Identity Leakage Analysis. In this Figure targets are used
to denote individuals in the video.
4.1 Identity Leakage
The aim of an adversary is to establish a relation between an identity and that person’s sensitive
information from the video. Therefore, the first step in privacy modeling is to determine the
identity leakage. Let us start with the analysis of the human recognition system. We recognize
people generally by their name, face, and habits etc. Table 4.1 enumerates usual idiosyncrasies
used by human beings to recognize fellow humans. In our formalization of the identity leakage,
we model ‘face’ as who evidence, ‘gait’ and ‘social behavior’ as what evidence, ‘time’ as when
evidence, and spatial information as where evidence [SAM+10]. Other aspects such as ‘associ-
ated objects’ and ‘who else they meet’ can be considered by determining the number of objects
present in the video.
We measure the identity leakage through the degree of anonymity. An identity leakage with
κ-anonymity means that the size of the smallest group to which the adversary can associate the
individual’s identity is κ [Swe02]. With detection of each idiosyncrasy, we are able to associate
the identity of the individual to a subgroup of people (the default initial group is the whole
world population). For example, when it is detected that the place is ‘Smart Lab, NUS’, through
prior knowledge we can relate the identity of the individuals in the video to the group of people
who visit ‘Smart Lab’. Further, if time is also detected as evening, we can use the knowledge
that only half of them are expected to be in lab in the evening, reducing the association group
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Table 4.1: Different idiosyncrasies which human being use in order to recognize other people.
Evidence Idiosyncrasy Example
who Face Face is considered to have fea-
tures which distinguish people
accurately.
what
Clothes Depending on their taste, peo-
ple repeat a particular style of
clothes.
Gait Many people have a particu-
lar way of moving their body
parts.
Who else they meet A person meeting a professor
very frequently is probably one
of his students.
Social Behavior This includes gender specific,
culture specific, and religion
specific behavior.
when Timing of actions What time they take lunch,
what time they go office etc.
where Spatial information Person inside a particular shop
is most likely the owner.
by half. Hence, the identity leakage depends on the prior knowledge of the adversary and
corresponding observations from the video. We model the knowledge of an adversary as a rule
based expert system [HRWL84]. An expert system contains facts and beliefs learned over time
in its knowledge base which can be used to interpret the observation (in our case its purpose is
to infer the identity from given evidences). The structure of knowledge base and its application
will be discussed later. Note that a significant amount of work is being done on knowledge
modeling in the interdisciplinary fields of Natural Language Processing, Information Retrieval,
Machine Learning, and Knowledge Representation and Reasoning [VHLP08]. Systems are being
developed which can learn these rules automatically [Fer10, FBRG11] and which can be used
to cause the privacy loss.
Figure 4.1 shows the overall framework for the identity leakage calculation. Events are
detected from the video of each camera and analyzed to enumerate the number of targets; and
consequently an event list is constructed for each target. In the figure, T1, T2, . . . , Tm denote m
targets and E1, E2, . . . , Em denote the corresponding event lists. The event list contains all the
events in which a particular target is detected. Overall identity leakage Ii for the target Ti is
calculated by using anonymity based fusion of the information from the corresponding events in
the event list Ei. The anonymity is calculated for each target appearing in the detected events
using the adversary’s knowledge base.
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4.1.1 Video Segmentation
The video segmentation can be performed based on various criteria. For example, a segment
can be the video between two consecutive background frames encompassing non background
frames with motion and activity [LGW02]. Alternatively, video can be segmented based on the
number of people [STT06]. The proposed framework is independent of how we segment the
video. Event detection is applied on all the segments which contain people in it. A segment
can result in multiple events.
4.1.2 Evidence Detection
After segmenting the video into events, we detect evidences from each event. This is done by
analyzing the information present in the video. If the information is sufficient to recognize
the place, we consider that the where evidence is detected. Similarly, if the event contains time
information, it leads to when evidence. The what evidence is always present if the event involves
one or more persons; which is true by definition.
4.1.3 Adversary Knowledge Base
An adversary can associate the events and activities to a person or group of persons only if
s/he has appropriate prior knowledge. The prior knowledge of an adversary is represented
using propositional logic statements. This knowledge can be obtained using machine learning
techniques or it can be expert knowledge related to the application scenario. Every statement
consists of a premise and conclusion. A premise is a proposition which is used as the foundation
for drawing conclusions. In our case, each premise proposition statement consists of information
about an event. An event consists of following attributes: when, where, and what (we exclude
the who because face is assumed obscured in the video). Hence, a premise of a statement is
represented by a 4-tuple P(ts, te,act,loc); where ts and te are the start and end time of event
respectively (when), act is the activity (what), and loc is the location (where). For example,
a premise statement P(25-Oct-2010:10:35, 25-Oct-2010:11:10, “working”, “smart lab”) means
“a group of people were working in the smart lab from 10:35 hrs to 11:10 hrs on 25-Oct-2010”.
This premise leads to the corresponding conclusion C(grp), where grp is the associated group
of people. Knowledge base consists of pairs of premise and conclusion statements. A knowledge
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base entry P ⇒ C denotes that if a premise P is true, it leads to conclusion C. For example,
P(25-Oct-2010:10:35, 25-Oct-2010:11:10, “working”, “smart lab”)⇒ C(G1) would mean that
“The group of people who are working in the smart lab from 10:35 hrs to 11:10 hrs on 25-
Oct-2010 are G1”. Note that an absence of any attribute in the tuple is represented by a
null symbol ‘φ’. For instance, a premise statement P(φ,φ,“dancing”,φ) denotes “a group of
people was involved in dancing activity in the scene”. This premise leads to the corresponding
conclusion C(G2) “The group of people in the video who are involved in the dancing activity
are G2”.
Using the above propositional statements, we can build propositions for each type of idiosyn-
crasy listed in Table 4.1. For example, the identity leakage through clothes can be represented
as P(ts, te, “kurta”, “office”) to distinguish people who wear kurta in office, social behavior
related the identity leakage can be represented as P(ts, te, “praying”, “temple”) which can
map to the people of particular religion who go to temple for praying, the proposition for gait
related the identity leakage can be constructed as P(ts, te, “hand in pocket”, “temple”), and
companion related the identity leakage as P(ts, te, “with Mukesh”, “temple”).
The event contains the information that can be learned by the adversary about any individ-
ual. Every event is a potential source of the identity leakage. The identity leakage can take
place in two ways:
• Through individual events in isolation i.e. considering each event as the only one event
in the video. Every event has what, when and where information which can be used to
associate a person’s identity to a particular group of people.
• Through spatio-temporal sequence of events which might map to identity revealing pat-
terns present in the knowledge base. The matching patterns further restrict the identity
to a subgroup of people.
Although all statements of the knowledge base conclude in an association group, they differ
for both the cases discussed above. The statements used for the identity leakage from events
generally have propositions that are generated by only that event, whereas for later case the
premise may consist of multiple propositions derived from multiple events which might be from
multiple cameras. We will calculate both types of identity leakages (due to individual events
and event patterns) and combine them to find the overall identity leakage.
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4.1.4 Identity Leakage from Individual Events
The propositions generated in the previous section contain the adversary’s knowledge base.
However, the identity leakage only occurs if similar propositions are also found in the video.
Therefore, for each proposition derived from the events, we find mapping in the knowledge base.
If an appropriate mapping is found, we add the corresponding associated group in the set of
mapped groups G. Let Ge be the resulting association group due to event information. It is
calculated as the intersection of all the groups in G as following:
Ge = ∩{G | ∀G ∈ G} (4.1)
For example, suppose the knowledge base consists of propositions P1 to P10 with the correspond-
ing association groups G1 to G10; and the event under consideration generates propositions P2
and P8. In this case, the set of mapped groups G ={G2, G8} and the resulting association
group Ge =G2∩G8. The above equation implies that using the information present in the event,
we are able to associate the identity of the person seen in the video to a group of people Ge.
4.1.5 Identity Leakage through Multiple Event Patterns
In the previous section we modeled the identity leakage by considering the events in isolation.
However, the adversary may track the person over multiple events and multiple cameras which
allows the adversary to exploit the knowledge of event patterns to further associate the person
to a smaller group size. In order to model the identity leakage through event patterns, events
are analyzed to detect the total number of targets present in the video. A separate event list
is created for each target as shown in Figure 4.1. The target association across events is done
based on the similarity of appearance like height, clothes etc. This is because the adversary can
obtain event sequence only if the person looks similar across cameras.
Once we build the event list for all the targets, we fuse the identity leakage for each target
using the information obtained from its associated event list. Let Geij be the association group
for the jth event in the event list Ei, which corresponds to target Ti, and is calculated using
Equation 4.1.
To understand how the knowledge of patterns helps in the identity leakage, let us consider
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the following example. Suppose the adversary knows that G1= { A1, A2, . . . , A10} people are
expected at site 1, and G2= {A1, A2, B1, B2, . . . , B6} people are expected at site 2. If A1
appears at site 1 and site 2 in two separate events (from separate cameras), the corresponding
anonymities are 10 for event 1 and 8 for event 2. This results in an anonymity of 8 for A1
(i.e. minimum of the two values), if events are considered in isolation. On the other hand, even
without facial information the adversary can identify that the person detected at site 1 as well
as site 2 is the same through visual similarity. The adversary has the pattern information that
only A1 and A2 are seen at both sites which results in reduced anonymity of 2. The pattern
information (only A1 and A2 are seen at both sites) is embedded in G1 and G2 and it can be
easily obtained by doing intersection of G1 and G2. Hence, the combined association group G′i
for target Ti is calculated as intersection of all the association groups of corresponding events
in its event list Ei (See Equation 4.2).
G′i = G
e
i1 ∩ G
e
i2 ∩ . . .G
e
ine (4.2)
where ne is the number of matching propositions for all the events in Ei.
In the discussion above, it is assumed that the adversary has the knowledge of all population
in entirety. In practice the adversary may not have knowledge of G1 and G2 but may only know
that if someone is seen at both site 1 and site 2, it is either A1 or A2, which can be stored in
the knowledge base using following statement:
P(φ, φ, φ, Site1) ∧ P(φ, φ, φ, Site2)⇒ C(A1, A2) (4.3)
Now, if there are two events generating propositions P(φ,φ,φ,Site1) and P(φ,φ,φ,Site2), they
will not cause any identity leakage individually as they do not have any mapping statements.
However, when found to be related to the same target, both the events can be mapped together
to the pattern statement discussed above causing additional identity leakage. Let Gpi1,G
p
i2... be
the association groups for the matching pattern statements. The overall association group is
now calculated by intersecting all the association groups corresponding to events (Geij) and event
patterns (Gpij):
Gi = (G
e
i1 ∩ G
e
i2 ∩ . . .G
e
ine) ∩ (G
p
i1 ∩ G
p
i2 ∩ . . .G
p
inp
) (4.4)
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In the above equation, np is the number of matching patterns for all the events in Ei.
The anonymity, κi, of target Ti is calculated as size of overall association group Gi:
κi = |Gi| (4.5)
Finally, the identity leakage, Ii, for target Ti is the inverse of the anonymity by definition and
is computed as:
Ii =
1
κi
(4.6)
If all the events belong to one person, that person should be common among all the association
groups. Nevertheless, there can be multiple people satisfying the same set of propositions. For
example, there can be multiple people who come to the lab at night and do similar activities.
Therefore, the identity leakage is generally less than one.
4.2 Privacy Loss
The privacy loss takes place when the adversary acquires some sensitive information about
the identified individual. In the previous model, a single sensitivity index is obtained for all
individuals. In this chapter we enhance the model to calculate sensitivity index for each person
in the video. Let W be the priority matrix defined as follows:
W = {wik | i ∈ [1,m], k ∈ [1, l];wi1 + wi2, ...+ wil = 1} (4.7)
where the weights wik is set by the i
th individuals and reflects the individual’s priority of the
corresponding attribute ak as sensitive information. For each target we detect the sensitive
attributes in all of the events in the corresponding event list and build a sensitivity matrix as
follows:
S = {sik | i ∈ [1,m], k ∈ [1, l]} (4.8)
Each column is related to one target and rows to the sensitive attributes. The elements of
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the array are calculated as follows:
sik =


1 if kth attribute is detected for target Ti;
0 otherwise.
The sensitivity index for each ith target can be calculated as follows:
Ψi =
l∑
k=1
wik ∗ sik (4.9)
Now, if I = {I1, I2, ...Im} is the vector of the identity leakage probabilities, the privacy loss
γi for the i
th individual can be calculated as:
γi = IiΨi (4.10)
In order to reduce the privacy loss, we need to minimize both the identity leakage and the
sensitive information. Interestingly, even if one of them is close to zero we can attain very low
values of the privacy loss.
4.3 Experimental Results
To demonstrate the utility of the proposed model, we conduct three experiments. In the first
experiment we highlight the difference between the identity leakage and the privacy loss. In
the second experiment, the effect of multiple events on the identity leakage is shown. This is in
contrast to our earlier work (Chapter 3) which determines the privacy loss based only on a single
activity in the video. Finally in the third experiment, we show how the proposed framework is
used to calculate the privacy loss in the case of a multi-camera surveillance video.
4.3.1 Experiment 1: Identity Leakage Vs Privacy Loss
The distinction between the identity leakage and the privacy loss is demonstrated using the
following experiment. We consider a case where a person is sick and visits a hospital. He
does not want his colleagues to know his disease and the doctor with whom he is consulting.
Probably because the doctor’s specialization might reveal the identity. Here, there are two
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.2: Four pictures take by surveillance cameras placed around an hospital.
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Figure 4.3: Identity Vs Privacy.
sensitive attributes A = {a1, a2} where a1 is companion and a2 is location. The corresponding
priority weights for the sensitive information are given as W = {w1, w2} where w1 = 0.5, and
w2 = 0.5. He goes to the hospital and the surveillance camera records four separate images of
the person. For this example we assume that each image is representative of one event. The four
images are shown in Figure 4.2. The sensitivity matrix is a row vector since we are analyzing
the privacy loss of only the patient, which is denoted as S = {s1, s2}. The values of s1 and s2
are different for different images; and they are determined below.
In Figure 4.2(a), we cannot see the person’s face, hence the privacy loss predicted by tra-
ditional models is 0. The picture also does not have any other information which can be used
for implicit inference channel, hence proposed model also gives zero identity leakage as well as
privacy loss. In Figure 4.2(b) we can see the person’s face implying a privacy loss of 1 with
traditional models of privacy. However, since no sensitive information is available in this image,
s1 and s2 are taken as 0, which results in zero privacy loss using the proposed method (Equation
4.10). Figure 4.2(c) clearly has companion information, making s2 = 1. This results in privacy
loss of γ = 0.5 ∗ 1 = 0.5. Finally, from 4.2(d) we can exactly find out the disease through
hospital name. Hence privacy loss γ = 1 ∗ (0.5 ∗ 1+ 0.5 ∗ 1) = 1. Figure 4.3 shows the results of
the experiment. To get the user perceived privacy loss, five students aged between 20 to 30 were
explained the situation and they were asked to rate the privacy loss for each image between 0
to 1.
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Table 4.2: Knowledge base for experiment 2.
1. P(φ,φ,SL)⇒G1(A1-10) 3. P(EV,φ,SL)⇒G3(A3-4,A7,A9)
2. P(φ,DC,SL)⇒G2(A1-2,A4-7) 4. P(φ,RN,SL)⇒ G4(A5-7,A9-10)
Table 4.3: Event description of the video for experiment 2.
Event Description Event Description Event Description
C1 T1, WK C4 T1, WK C7 T2, RN
C2 T1, WK C5 T1,T2, DC - -
C3 T2, WK C6 T3, WK - -
There are two implications of the results. Firstly, if the video does not contain any sensitive
information for the person, we do not need to hide the identity information. The video will not
cause any privacy loss. On the other hand, if identity cannot be inferred from the video, the
video can be released with all the sensitive information. Although this is generally not possible
as sensitive information itself can cause the identity leakage through other implicit inference
channels.
4.3.2 Experiment 2: Event Based Identity Leakage
The goal of this experiment is to highlight the effect of multiple events on the identity leakage.
We use a video clip from a single camera recorded in a lab scenario. The knowledge base. In
this case has statements shown in Table 4.2. The video, half an hour in length, consists of seven
events described in Table 4.3 with three targets involved. Here, SL means ‘Smart Lab’ and
for clarity we mention the events as C1, C2, . . . , etc., which later form the event lists Ei. The
representative images from four of them are shown in Figure 4.5. In this video clip, all three
types of evidence are detected as follows: what= walking (WK), running (RN), discussion (DC),
where= smart lab (SL), when= evening (EV). Since all the events had starting and ending time
same as evening, in propositions we mention both start and end time using single EV.
Since the proposition generation depends on the targets, we describe it as event list for
individual targets. In Table 4.4 the first column shows the events in which the target is detected.
The second column shows the proposition generated by that event. In the third column we write
the association group according to the mapping proposition in the knowledge base shown in
Table 4.2. We calculate the final association group by calculating the intersection of all groups
due to individual events. Table 4.4 shows the results for T1 and T2. Target T3 only appears in
one event and generate the proposition P(EV, WK, SL) which map to statement 3 to give G3 =
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Table 4.4: Event lists and identity leakage for individual targets.
E1 (Target T1) E2 (Target T2)
C1 P(EV,WK,SL) G3 C3 P(EV,WK,SL) G3
C2 P(EV,WK,SL) G3 C7 P(EV,RN,SL) G4
C4 P(EV,DC,SL) G2 C4 P(EV,DC,SL) G2
P(EV,WK,SL) G3 P(EV,WK,SL) G3
C5 P(EV,WK,SL) G2 - - -
G1 = G2 ∩G3 = (A7, A9) G2 = G2 ∩G3 ∩G4 = (A7)
Figure 4.4: The anonymity when we consider events in isolation and event sequences. The third
bar shows the results of recursive identity leakage.
G3. In case the event generated proposition does not have mapping in the knowledge base, the
association group is assumed to be universal group (UV) which is superset of all other groups.
Note that if only individual events are considered, the association groups would be the smallest
from the list, which is incidently the same for all three targets i.e. 4. Figure 4.4 compares
anonymities calculated using both methods.
It is interesting to observe that the identity leakage can produce regenerative effect which
can result in increased identity leakage. For example, in this experiment we conclude that the
anonymity of T1 is anonymous between A4 and A7 and T2 is known to be A7. Since we know
that A7 is T2, we can conclude that T1 is A4. The exact identities of T1 and T2 also reduce the
anonymity of T3 to two (A3 or A9). The ground truth is A4, A7, A9.
4.3.3 Experiment 3: Privacy Loss from Multiple Cameras
If the adversary has access to multiple camera videos where the same person is spotted at
multiple places, the adversary can use the knowledge of spatiotemporal patterns to infer the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5: Representative images from four events of the video recoded in smart lab.
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(a) DE (b) AL
(c) SC (d) IC
Figure 4.6: Representative images from four cameras: (a) Department Entrance, (b) Audio
Lab, (c) Staff Club, (d) Canteen.
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Table 4.5: Knowledge base for experiment 3.
Statements for individual events.
1. P(φ,φ,SC)⇒G1(B1-10,C1-2,A1-3) 5. P(EV,φ,SC)⇒G5(A1-2,B1-5,C1-2)
2. P(φ,φ,AL)⇒G2(A1-10,B1-5,D1-2) 6. P(EV,φ,AL)⇒G6(A1-4,B1-3,D1-2)
3. P(φ,φ,IC)⇒G3(A1-5,B1-5,C8-10) 7. P(EV,φ,IC)⇒G7(A1-5,B1-3,C8)
4. P(φ,DC,φ)⇒G4(A1-3,B1-4,D5-8) -
Statements for multi-event patterns.
8. P(φ,φ,DE)∧P(φ,φ,IC)⇒G8(A1,A8,B1,B8)
9. P(φ,φ,DE)∧P(φ,φ,SC)⇒G9(A1,B1-3, C1-3)
10. P(φ,φ,DE)∧P(φ,φ,AL)⇒G10(A1-6,B1-6, D1)
Table 4.6: Description of events captured by cameras.
Camera 1 - Department Entrance (DE)
Event Description Event Description Event Description
C11 T1, WK C16 T4, WK C112 T4, WK
C12 T1, WK C17 T6, WK C113 T2, RN
C13 T5, WK C18 T5, WK C114 T2, WK
C14 T2, WK C19 T2, WK - -
C15 T3, WK C110 T3, WK - -
Camera 2 - Audio Lab (AL)
Event Description Event Description Event Description
C21 T1,T2, DC C23 T1, WK C25 T1, RN
C22 T6, RN C24 T2, WK - -
Camera 3 - Staff Club (SC)
Event Description Event Description Event Description
C31 T4, WK C35 T5, WK C39 T5, WK
C32 T3, WK C36 T5, WK C310 T3, WK
C33 T4, WK C37 T4, WK
C34 T3, T1, DC C38 T5, WK
Camera 4 - Canteen (IC)
Event Description Event Description Event Description
C41 T1, WK C43 T4, WK C45 T4, WK
C42 T1, WK C44 T1, WK
identity. In this experiment we demonstrate two main contributions: (1) The effect of multiple
cameras on the identity leakage and (2) The privacy loss assessment in a multi-camera scenario.
For this experiment we recorded video at four places in the department building: (1) Department
Entrance (DE) (2) Audio Lab (AL) (3) Staff Club (SC) and (4) Canteen (IC) (Figure 4.6). A
total of 40 people are expected in the department (A1-10, B1-10, C1-10, D1-10). However, the
adversary does not have knowledge about all of them. The adversaries knowledge is limited to
the propositional logic statements given in Table 4.5.
Six actors created a series of events at these sites. Table 4.6 provides the description of all
the events captured at these sites. These actors were involved in one of the following activities:
discussion (DC), walking (WK), and running (RN). For calculation of anonymity, we created
event lists for each target separately. The time was detected as evening (EV) in all the cameras
except camera 1 at the department entrance.
The event lists for the targets and generated propositions are given in Tables 4.7. Similar
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Table 4.7: Event lists and identity leakage for targets.
E1 (Target T1)
C11 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C41 P(EV,WK,IC) G7
C12 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C42 P(EV,WK,IC) G7
C112 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C44 P(EV,WK,IC) G7
C21 P(EV,DC,AL) G4,G6 Pattern 8 G8
C23 P(EV,WK,AL ) G6 Pattern 9 G9
C25 P(EV,RN,AL) G6 Pattern 10 G10
C34 P(EV,DC,SC) G4, G5
G1 = G4∩G5...G10= (A1,B1)
E2 (Target T2)
C14 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C21 P(EV,DC,AL) G4,G6
C19 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C24 P(EV,WK,AL) G6
C113 P(φ,RN,DE) UV Pattern 10 G10
C114 P(φ,WK,DE) UV
G2 = G4∩G6∩G10= (A1-3,B1-3)
E3 (Target T3)
C15 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C34 P(EV,DC,SC) G4, G5
C110 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C310 P(EV,WK,SC) G5
C32 P(EV,WK,SC) G5 Pattern 9 G9
G3 = G4∩G5∩G9= (A1,B1-3)
E4 (Target T4)
C16 P(φ, WK,DE) UV C43 P(EV,WK,IC) G7
C31 P(EV,WK,SC) G5 C45 P(EV,WK,IC) G7
C33 P(EV,WK,SC) G5 Pattern 8 G8
C37 P(EV,WK,SC) G5 Pattern 9 G9
G4 = G5∩G7∩G8∩G9= (A1,B1)
E5 (Target T5)
C13 P(φ,WK,DE) UV C38 P(EV,WK,SC) G5
C18 P(EV,WK,DE) UV C39 P(EV,WK,SC) G5
C35 P(EV,WK,SC) G5 Pattern 9 G9
G5 = G5∩G9= (A1,B1-3, C1-2)
E1 (Target T6)
C17 P(φ,WK,DE) UV Pattern 10 G10
C22 P(EV,RN,AL) G6 - - -
G6 = G6∩G10= (A1-4,B1-3,D1)
to previous experiment, the first column tells the events in which the target was detected. The
second column tells the proposition generated by the event. In the third column we write
the association group derived from the knowledge base by proposition mapping. An event
proposition may have multiple matches in knowledge base, in that case we list all the groups in
the third column.
In order to calculate the privacy loss, we need to determine the sensitive information matrix.
In this experiment we have chosen the sensitive attributes to be: (1) Companion (2) Running
activity (3) Height (4) Clothes. For the given set of participants, we got similar priorities for
the sensitive attributes as given in the priority matrix W below:
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

0.45 0.30 0.15 0.10
0.45 0.30 0.15 0.10
0.45 0.30 0.15 0.10
0.45 0.30 0.15 0.10


(4.11)
The weights have been determined based on the common notions of privacy. People are
more sensitive to their company than their clothes or height. Similarly, they might not feel
comfortable being watched while running. The sensitivity matrix S can be derived from event
descriptions as follows: 

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1


(4.12)
Since Ii = 1/|Gi|, the identity leakage vector is calculated as:
I = {0.50, 0.17, 0.25, 0.5, 0.17, 0.14}
With these values of W , S, and I, we can calculate the privacy loss. Figure 4.7 shows the
resulting identity leakage and privacy loss in three scenarios: (1) Individual events (2) Patterns
among single camera events (3) Patterns among multiple camera events. It can be seen that
when multiple camera video is available and adversary has the knowledge of patterns, the
identity leakage and the privacy loss increases.
Similarly, Figure 4.8 shows the identity leakage and the privacy loss for all the targets
measured using proposed framework for multi-camera video. The identity leakage for T1 is the
highest because T1 was seen at all four sites and was involved in all the activities, walking,
running and discussion. T2 and T4 appear in the same number of events, however, T4 appears
in events from multiple cameras hence its identity leakage is higher from T2. T1 and T4 have
the same identity leakage, still the privacy loss of T1 is higher than T4. This shows the effect of
the sensitive attributes on the privacy loss. For T1, all sensitive attributes are detected whereas
for T4, only two out of four attributes are detected.
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Figure 4.7: Identity leakage and privacy loss for T1.
Figure 4.8: Identity leakage and privacy loss for all targets.
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4.4 Discussion
This chapter highlights the privacy breach that exists in current privacy preserving methods
which are based on only facial and appearance based cues, particularly for multi-camera video.
Although the current technology is not robust enough to decipher the event information accu-
rately, a human observer can definitely detect what, when, and where information from multi-
camera video which may lead to privacy loss. In experiments it is demonstrated that even
when the bodily cues of the identity are absent, in extreme cases the adversary can identify the
individuals with small value of anonymity.
We acknowledge that the success of any privacy preserving method depends on the automated
detection techniques and there is a whole body of researchers working on improving these
detectors [DvGN+08], [PF11], [FBRG11]. In this chapter we restricted our focus on analyzing
the various channels (other than the human face) that can cause identity leakage which we
believe is an important and the first step towards future privacy-aware systems.
4.5 Conclusion
Privacy analysis is very important for any legitimate use of video data. In this work we pro-
vide a framework for calculating the privacy loss that might occur given public access of the
multi-camera surveillance video. We recognize that the privacy loss occurs when adversary is
able to map the identity of individuals to the sensitive information present in the video. The
experimental results show that the privacy loss generally increases with the number of events
in a video as well as the number of cameras. The proposed method can be configured for any
adversarial knowledge and the sensitive attributes of the people making it flexible and appli-
cable to a variety of applications. For example, in a surveillance scenario, the habitants of the
surveilled premises can provide the sensitive attributes and the person, who has access to this
surveillance video, can be considered as an adversary.
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Chapter 5
Anonymous Surveillance
So far the main focus of thesis has been analyzing various channels through which a video
can cause identity leakage and privacy loss. In this chapter we apply the research findings to
traditional surveillance systems and analyze the privacy loss. Based on the privacy analysis, we
propose a novel privacy protection framework that can provide robust measures of the privacy
with minimal compromise in the surveillance utility.
We find that it is almost impossible to hide the identities in traditional surveillance systems.
The local CCTV operators generally not only have a good knowledge of the surveillance site
and current time, they are very familiar with the people who regularly appear in the video and
hence have a good chance to identify them. Further, our study reveals that it is very hard
to hide the when and where information from a local operator; therefore the implicit channels
cause significant privacy loss.
To counter such contextual knowledge of the local CCTV operator, we propose an anony-
mous surveillance framework. The proposed framework advocates for context decoupling and
recommends surveillance video feeds to be watched at a remote place. Before transmitting the
video to a remote site, we anonymize the video such that the location where the video was
recorded and the time of recording cannot be learned. At the remote place, we perform random
re-assignment of the cameras to minimize the probability of remote operator building context
by continuously watching the same video feed. User study also reveals that people are more
comfortable when the video is watched remotely and the cameras are shuﬄed periodically.
In order to build an effective anonymous surveillance system, we need to address a series
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of challenges into multidisciplinary areas of video streaming, networking, computer vision, and
signal processing. Along with a detailed description of the novel privacy preserving frame-
work, in this chapter we are also able to address two important challenges: bandwidth friendly
background anonymization and workload equalizing camera assignment.
The main contributions of the chapter are following:
• We analyzed the privacy breach in video surveillance systems that exists due to prior
knowledge of the CCTV operator.
• We proposed an anonymous surveillance framework that decouples the prior knowledge
from the video and provides more robust privacy.
• We quantify the privacy loss that occurs through background video information and pro-
pose network friendly background anonymization method.
• We propose a workload based random assignment scheme of the cameras to remote oper-
ators that equalizes the workload distribution.
5.1 Chapter Organization
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: a detailed analysis of the privacy loss in current
surveillance systems is provided in Section 5.2. Different conclusions are derived from the discus-
sion as driving forces for the proposed framework. Next we propose the anonymous surveillance
framework in Section 5.3 and list out various challenges involved. During the description, we
provide pointers to the current works in other areas that can be used for implementation of
the system and find two important problems that still need to be addressed. The problem of
background anonymization is dealt with in Section 5.4 and a workload based camera assignment
is proposed in Section 5.5. We summarize the Chapter in Section 5.6.
5.2 Privacy Analysis
Video surveillance has been proven to be an effective means of ensuring security and safety.
In video surveillance, cameras are placed at important places and video feeds are sent to local
security offices. Because the automated surveillance is still in its infant stage, most of the
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Figure 5.1: The when and where information can come from both video data and adversary’s
prior knowledge.
time these feeds are manually monitored by CCTV operators. This can cause privacy loss
if the CCTV operator acts as an adversary and attempts to identify the individuals in the
video, and acquire additional knowledge about them e.g. habits, company, and other lawful
activities. Hence, it is important to protect the association of identity of individuals to the
sensitive information in the video to reduce the privacy loss. In this section we first discuss
various observations made based on the previously proposed privacy models, and then describe
a user study that advocates anonymous surveillance for robust privacy.
5.2.1 Observations
Following are our observations regarding the privacy loss in traditional surveillance systems.
Observation # 1: Sensitive information cannot be removed
It is noticed in the privacy modeling (Chapter 3 and 4) that the privacy loss is association of
the identity with the sensitive information. The very first approach of providing the privacy
protection could be to remove sensitive information from the video. There are two problems
with this approach which make it infeasible: (1) it is generally hard to automatically detect
the sensitive information (2) the sensitive information is generally important for surveillance
purposes, therefore removing all the sensitive information may render the data useless. The
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second problem arises because both sensitive incidents and suspicious incidents have the common
characteristics of high entropy; and these are difficult to distinguish. An incident removed from
the video as sensitive incident has high probability of containing suspicious information. For
example, a person may be sensitive to the objects s/he carries, but these objects may be
weapons. Therefore, the identity leakage is a more feasible solution of the privacy preservation
in surveillance systems.
Observation # 2: who information can be hidden through computer vision
We have discussed in previous chapters that the identity leakage occurs through events which
mainly consist of four aspect: who, what, when, and where, which are called evidences. While
who evidence uniquely identifies a person e.g. facial information, what, when and where in-
formation can be used to associate a person to a specific group of people depending on the
obtained evidences and adversaries knowledge. In this chapter we assume that who evidence
can be removed using computer vision techniques, or in the worst case the whole image can be
globally transformed to hide the facial information. Even if the face hiding technique is not
accurate, the presence of faces in the video does not cause privacy loss if the adversary is not
able to identify them. The probability of face identification can be minimized if the viewer is
not familiar with the faces of people under surveillance.
Observation # 3: what information is more important for surveillance and does
not cause much privacy loss when detected alone in isolation
Hiding the identity leaking what, when, and where information from the local CCTV operator
is very hard, if not impossible. Further, it is not adequate to remove what information from
the video, because this will defeat the basic purpose of surveillance. One needs to detect the
suspicious events and activities in order to assess the security threats, which requires the what
information to be present in the video. However, the majority of surveillance tasks do not require
a person’s identity to be known e.g. intrusion, fight, quarrel, and theft. A list of important
security threats and and corresponding surveillance tasks is provided in Table 5.1. Unlike what
information, where and when information is less crucial for surveillance; and it can be easily
anonymized by providing rules like “At this place people are not allowed to do activity x” or
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Table 5.1: The surveillance task and associated security threat.
Task Respective security threat
Change Detection Vandalism, Camera tampering, Graffiti
Object Introduced Abandoned baggage, Illegal Parking
Object Removed Theft, Museum surveillance
Direction of Motion Counter flow, One way, Immigration
Movement from A to B Intrusion, Illegal turns, Walking patterns
Cross a zone multiple times Car surfing, Loitering, Counting
Loitering in a zone Loitering in a crowd
Overcrowding Stampede at platforms and Ticket halls
Congestion Traffic jam
Sound Detection Aggression Fight, Assault
Sound Detection Gun Shot Firearms
Sound Detection Panic Scream, Shouts, Cry for help
Sound Detection Vehicle Motorcycle, Lorry, Tank, Airplane
Counting Vehicles and People Venue occupancy, Flow rates,
Queue management
Boundary Perimeter breaches, fence surveillance
Target count Tailgating, Queue length
Quick movements Quarrel, Fight
Object association Gun, Knife, or other Weapons
Quick crowd movements Stampede, Emergency evacuation
Smoke Fire, Illegal smoking
“In this camera view people are not supposed to stand for more than 5 seconds”. Fortunately,
what alone does not cause any significant privacy loss [SAM+10] if when and where information
is not present. Therefore we turn our focus to block when and where information.
Observation # 4: what and when information is generally available to the CCTV
operator as prior knowledge
As mentioned earlier, video feeds are generally watched locally and the CCTV operator is
provided with the location information of the video. Getting the current time is a trivial task
as the operator and the camera are in the same time zone. The operator can associate this
when and where information with the what information in the video and infer the identities of
the people in the video, even when bodily cues are hidden. In order to protect this identity
leakage, the operators should not be provided with when and where information which is very
hard in traditional surveillance systems.
Observation # 5: It is very hard to hide when and where information from the
video due to familiarity of the CCTV operator with the surveillance site
Even when the CCTV operator is not explicitly provided with the location information, s/he can
easily infer it from video. It is very hard to obfuscate the video to hide the location information
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because the CCTV operators are generally very familiar with the surveillance locality. Hiding
text legends, symbols, or logos is easier but it is not effective in the case of traditional surveillance
systems. To effectively hide the location information from the local operator, a large portion
of the image needs to be hidden which is not suitable for surveillance application. In the user
study described next, we found that if the video is monitored remotely by a CCTV operator
who have minimal contextual overlap with the surveillance site, the above mentioned methods
are sufficient for hiding location information.
5.2.2 User Study #1
In this study, the users were asked to play the role of an adversary and they are provided with
three video clips. For each video clip, the users were asked to answer a set of questions that
were designed to test the user’s ability to learn who, when and where information.
The users were divided into two groups: the first group consisting of ten people and the second
group had seven users. While the first group belonged to National University of Singapore
(NUS), the second group had users from all over the world who had never been to NUS or
Singapore. The video clips were recorded in NUS; therefore, in the rest of the paper we will
refer to the first group of students as local group (ten people) and the second group of users
as remote group (seven people). Both groups were allowed to watch the three video clips and
answer questions. The users were kept unaware of the location where the video is recorded and
the time of recording.
Video data set
Three video clips were used for the user study. All three videos were recorded in our university,
though, in three different settings. The first video was recorded at the entrance of our depart-
ment, and featured six people in it. In the second video, we captured an outdoor scenario. The
video was recorded near the emergency exit of the same department with four actors performing
various activities. The third video was recorded inside a lab with four people performing various
activities. Figure 5.2 shows the representative frames from the three video clips.
Before presenting to the user, the video clips are transformed to remove the when and where
information. The image regions which were revealing the place and time information were
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.2: The representative frames from the three video clips. Images from video clip 1 and
2 (i.e. a and b) have been modified to hide the university information.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.3: The transformed representative frames from the three video clips.
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Table 5.2: Questionnaire for user study #1
No. Question
Q1 Do you recognize any person in the video?
Q2 Do you recognize any person by name?
Q3 Do you recognize the continent where the video is recorded?
Q4 Do you recognize the country where the video is recorded?
Q5 Do you recognize the city where the video is recorded?
Q6 Do you recognize the premises where the video is recorded?
Q7 Can you differentiate the time in the video among morning, noon, afternoon, evening, night?
Q8 Are you able to identify the time with the precision of hours?
Q9 According to the given definition of privacy loss, do you think any privacy loss has occurred in this
video? Rate between 0 and 10 (0: no privacy loss, 10: full privacy loss).
Q10 According to the given definition of utility loss, do you think any utility loss has occurred in this
video? Rate between 0 and 10 (0: no utility loss, 10: full utility loss).
pixelized to hide these evidences. The frames of the transformed video are shown in Figure 5.3.
Questions
The questionnaire consisted of ten questions in total, as shown in Table 5.2. The questions
were divided into four groups: two who evidence related questions (Q1 and Q2), four where
evidence related questions (Q3 to Q6), two when evidence related questions (Q7 and Q8), and
two questions to record their overall feeling of the privacy loss1 and the utility loss2 (Q9 and
Q10).
The answers to first eight questions were to be given in YES or NO. If the user gave YES
answer, they were asked to specify. For example, if a user answered YES to Q3, we requested
him to provide the name of the continent. The answer is counted as YES only if the specified
answer is indeed correct, otherwise it is considered NO. The questions Q9 and Q10 were to be
answered after they have finished watching the whole video and have answered all the questions.
In these questions, the users were asked to give a rating for the privacy loss and the utility loss
in the scale of 0 to 10.
Procedure
We asked the participants to play the role of an investigator with the goal of identifying people,
place, and time in the video. The participants are allowed to pause and play the video as many
times as needed. The questions in Table 5.2 were designed mainly to test the participant’s
1Privacy loss is the measure of the who, where, when and what aspects of the information that can be gained
from the video data [SAM+10]
2Utility loss of the video data refers to the decrease in the degree of accuracy by which security tasks can be
accomplished.
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Figure 5.4: User study results for questions 1 and 2.
ability to judge who the people are in the video, what the place of recording is, and what the
time of recording is.
Analysis of who Evidence
The faces were visible in all three videos. As shown in Figure 5.4, when local users watched the
video clips, they could easily recall most of the people in the video. This is generally the case in
current CCTV surveillance systems. However, when the same videos are shown to remote users,
as expected, they could not recognize the individuals in the video because they did not have
enough context or prior knowledge to recognize them. Hence, the prior knowledge decoupling
performed in the proposed framework could preserve the identities even when the faces were
visible. Note that this is important when the face detectors are not fully reliable and complete
removal of facial information is hard.
Analysis of where Evidence
As discussed earlier, the CCTV operator can use where information to infer identities. Figure 5.5
shows the results of where evidence related questions. While we removed the obvious sources of
the where information (i.e. text legends and university logo), the local users could still recognize
the place without much difficulty. Few users could not recognize particular premises (question
Q6) as the video was recorded inside a lab. The local user could recognize the place because
the users were familiar with the places of recording. Note that generally local CCTV operators
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Figure 5.5: User study results for questions 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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Figure 5.6: User study results for questions 7 and 8.
also have a good familiarity with the surveillance site. On the other hand, the remote users
could only recognize the continent, but they could not recognize country, city, or premises.
Analysis of when Evidence
Figure 5.6 shows the results of when evidence related questions. The results show that at the
local site also only a few users could recognize the time correctly. Although the local users were
not able to determine the time precisely, in a real-time surveillance system they could always
find time through external means like a watch or mobile phone. The remote users were unable
to detect the time, and since they could not recognize the location, they were not able to use
other means to get the time information. Hence, the remote viewing also helped in hiding the
timing information.
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Figure 5.7: Overall ratings of the users.
Overall Effectiveness
The local users rated the videos as almost full privacy loss, although they accepted that with
given video clips they could easily perform the surveillance tasks. The remote users felt less
privacy loss, while utility loss ratings are the same as the local users. Figure 5.7 shows the
overall response of users with respect to the privacy loss and the utility loss.
Based on the analysis above and the results of the user study, we conclude that the current
privacy protection methods do not apply to the traditional surveillance systems, and the system
architecture itself need to be modified in order to provide true privacy. Hence, we propose
anonymous surveillance system, where context decoupling is achieved by showing the video
only to the people who do not have contextual overlap with the surveillance site where the
context can have multiple dimensions of temporal, spatial, and cultural etc.
5.3 Anonymous Surveillance Framework
In traditional CCTV surveillance systems, the operators watch the camera feeds locally. The
operators either already know the surveillance site in advance or get familiar after a while. In
both cases, the CCTV operator gains enough contextual knowledge that s/he can infer the
identity of individuals in the video. Even when who, when and where information is removed
from the video using detectors (that are still not fully accurate leaving some faces visible), the
operator can infer the site due to familiarity with place, can obtain current time, and use the
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Figure 5.8: Anonymous Surveillance System. The black color is used to represent normal system
components and red color is used to represent privacy-aware system components.
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knowledge of usual patterns of activities to infer the identity.
In the proposed framework, the video feeds are shown to CCTV operator who are not familiar
with the surveillance site so that removing text legends, logos, and other recognizable signs is
enough for hiding where information. This is only possible if the video feeds are monitored
remotely. Further, the remote place must be chosen such that it has very low probability
of contextual overlap with the surveillance site. Here context can be defined over multiple
dimensions i.e. geographical, temporal, social, etc. The remote monitoring also reduces the
citizens feeling of privacy loss as recognized by Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
while installing backscatter body scanners at airports [Kli08]. In this arrangement, the body
scan is viewed at a remote location and the security officer at security check counter only
receives the notification whether something is suspicious or normal. It is believed that not
allowing security persons to see the body scan and the person being scanned simultaneously
provides better privacy. At the end of this section we also arrive at similar conclusions for the
privacy loss through surveillance cameras.
Figure 5.8 shows the overview of the proposed anonymous surveillance framework. Video
camera feeds that are to be monitored remotely are first transformed to remove the when and
where information and then sent over a long distance network to a distant place (probably
another continent) after encryption. At the remote security office, these streams are decrypted
and randomly assigned to the CCTV operators. The operators at the remote office are given
instructions regarding the normal and abnormal situations, although no information about the
monitored site is provided. In case of any abnormal situation, the viewers can anonymously
signal the local security office. Consequently, the security personnel at the local office may
access the surveillance site and take appropriate actions in real time immediately. In what
follows, we provide the details of the framework and discuss the challenges involved.
5.3.1 Local Security Office
The security personnel working in this office do not have access to the camera feeds; however,
they have knowledge of the locations of the cameras. In case they receive any signal of suspi-
cious information from the remote office, they can go and manually inspect the area and take
appropriate actions; or in extremely critical situations they can be provided access to the video
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to make an educated assessment of the situation. There are security threats that can only be de-
termined by fusing information from multiple cameras [AKJ06] e.g. emergency evacuation and
stampede. These threats are detected at the local security office by analyzing the information
received from the remote site and fusing it with local contextual knowledge.
The fusion of information over multiple cameras is carried out at the local site because the
security personnel working at the remote site are only provided with limited context knowledge.
This raises concern of what knowledge the remote group should be provided and how much in-
formation they need to send to the local office so that the fusion can be performed satisfactorily.
Also, it needs to be analyzed how this will affect the privacy loss.
5.3.2 Data Transformation
The main motivation of remote surveillance is to remove adversary’s knowledge related to the
surveilled site. Therefore, it is important that we remove the location information from the
video. In surveillance systems the cameras are generally static, which makes it easier to remove
the location information. The text legends can be blurred or pixelized until they become
meaningless [CNIB08]. Removal of popular figures and structures is more tricky and it might
need shape deformation.
In the proposed framework, large amounts of the video data is transmitted over the Internet
with limited bandwidth. Therefore, the data transformation method should be fast and it should
be bandwidth friendly so that the size of the transformed data is minimized. In Section 5.4 we
highlight the importance of the background information by modeling the privacy loss that occurs
through background, and subsequently provide an evaluation of background anonymization
methods from processing time and transformed data size perspective.
5.3.3 Data Protection
The sensitive video data travels over the Internet from the local site to the remote site. During
this time, the data may travel over many untrusted networks; therefore, a suitable data protec-
tion scheme should be applied before sending data e.g. data encryption [CKM08]. More robust
methods of data security are being proposed [WR11] that can be incorporated into the system
for better reliability. Similarly, the data needs to be decrypted at the remote site for viewing
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the content.
5.3.4 Camera Assignment
The proposed framework recommends a large cloud of CCTV operators monitoring cameras
from all over the world, similar to the outsourced call centers. Every operator is asked to
monitor a specific number of cameras. If an operator watches the same camera video for a long
time, it might lead to leakage of where information through too much familiarity with the place.
The operator can search the web or describe the place to others to get the location information.
Once the location information is known, the adversary can establish a link between the remote
site and local site leading to the privacy loss. To combat this situation, we choose to do random
assignment of the cameras after a fixed quantum of time.
The periodic re-assignment of the cameras also increases the effectiveness of the CCTV
operators by reducing dullness and fatigue that comes by monitoring the same video over long
time. However, the cameras should be assigned such that every CCTV operator gets to observe
almost equal number of targets. As the amount of attention (or work) required from an operator
is proportional to the number of the targets in the camera view, we mention these targets as
workload and propose a workload equalizing camera assignment method in Section 5.5.
5.3.5 Remote Security Office
All the CCTV cameras are monitored here. The viewers are not provided any information about
the location of the camera or current time at the surveillance site. They are given a dictionary
of rules which defines basic normal and abnormal situations at the site being monitored. The
rules are kept anonymous so that no when, where information can be inferred from the rules.
For example, instead of saying “The monitored site is a lobby of XYZ airport where heavy bags
are not allowed” the viewer is told “Heavy bags are not allowed at the site being monitored”.
Other type of security threats like intrusion, weapons, fighting, theft, left baggage etc. generally
do not need any when and where information.
As mentioned earlier, there are three main issues related to the remote site: (1) what is the
minimal set of rules that need to be provided to the security personnel at the remote site for
satisfactory quality of surveillance and high probability of privacy protection? (2) how does the
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Table 5.3: Scenarios for user study #2
Scenario Description
Scenario1 A CCTV operator is watching the video in the same building.
Scenario2 The CCTV operator is watching the video in a different country, but S/he knows the location of
the camera.
Scenario3 The CCTV operator is watching the video in a different country and S/he does not know the
location of the camera.
Scenario4 The CCTV operator is watching the video in a different country and S/he does not know the
location of the camera. Further, after certain period of time the, the CCTV operator is changed.
security agent at remote site anonymously inform local security personnel about the current
situation? and (3) what information is to be sent in normal situations and how will it change
if the situation is not normal?
While precisely answering these questions is outside the scope of this thesis, we have per-
formed a user study based experiment through which we found that the anonymous surveillance
can provide both security and privacy. The details of the experiment are provided next.
5.3.6 User Study #2
The end goal of the proposed framework is to provide a feeling of privacy protection to the
surveilled people. To evaluate the proposed framework from this perspective, we conducted a
user study. In this study we recorded opinion of over 100 participants from 18 countries spread
across the globe. The users were asked to rate their feeling of privacy loss on a scale of 0 to
10 with 0 referring to no privacy loss and 10 referring to full privacy loss, in the four scenarios
described in the Table 5.3.
For the comparison purpose, we normalized the ratings between 0 to 1 by dividing every
users ratings by his/her maximum rating i.e. if Ri is the set of ratings provided by i
th user, the
normalized ratings Rsi are calculated as follows:
Rsi =
Ri
max(Ri)
(5.1)
The normalized user ratings are plotted in the Figure 5.9. We can draw the following
conclusions from the results of the user study:
• The first bar is higher than the remaining three bars and the privacy loss decreases sig-
nificantly from scenario 1 to scenario 2 which shows that users feel less privacy loss in
anonymous surveillance. They get the feeling that the operator monitoring at the remote
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Figure 5.9: Results of the user study for privacy loss corresponding in four scenarios given in
Table 5.3.
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Table 5.4: Description of the video clips used for background anonymization
Video Scenario duration(m)
Clip 1 Corridor 45
Clip 2 Lab 40
Clip 3 Entrance 35
Clip 4 Canteen 45
place would not be able to recognize them.
• The feeling of privacy loss further decreases when the location is anonymized. The decrease
in privacy occurs because users become more confident that the CCTV would not be able
to identify them as s/he does not know the place. This supports our claim that users feel
less privacy loss if their identity is preserved.
• In scenario 4, no operator is allowed to watch the same camera feed beyond a specified
time. Users feel less privacy loss with this setting. This is in accordance to our observation
that random assignment of the operators after certain quantum of the time would prohibit
the viewer from building a context and eventually it would provide better sense of the
privacy preservation.
From the observations of the user study we conclude that background anonymization and
random assignment of the cameras are important for the privacy protection. Therefore, in next
two sections we propose a bandwidth friendly background anonymization method and workload
equalizing camera-to-operator assignment.
5.4 Background Anonymization
In the data transformation model of the Figure 5.8, we need to anonymize the background to
hide the location information from the remote operators. Background anonymization requires
additional processing of video which may cause timing overhead. The size of the transformed
data is also important in a network based application. Further, any given anonymization method
should cause minimal distortion to the video data. We evaluate the following three anonymiza-
tion methods from the above mentioned perspectives: blurring, replacing by a black box, and
pixelization. The representative frames from the videos used for this experiment are shown
Figure 5.10 and the description of these videos is give in Table 5.4.
Processing times for the three methods are shown in Figure 5.11. From the figure it is
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(a) Clip 1 (b) Clip 2
(c) Clip 3 (d) Clip 4
Figure 5.10: Representative background frames (after anonymization) from four video clips.
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Figure 5.11: Average processing time per frame for background anonymization methods.
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Figure 5.12: Average size of the transformed data.
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Figure 5.13: Average distortion measure (1-SSIM) for the three methods of background
anonymization.
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clear that replacement by a black box takes minimal time. This is logical as there is minimal
processing required. The size of the transformed data is shown in Figure 5.12. We see that
pixelization produces smaller sized data than blurring. In many applications the perceptual
quality of the data becomes more important. Therefore, we calculate structural similarity index
(SSIM) [WBSS04] to measure the perceptual quality of the transformed data in comparison to
the original data. The distortion is measured as complement of SSIM. In Figure 5.13 we can
see that pixelization produces the least distorted image while replacement by black box distorts
the data maximally.
5.5 Random Assignment of Cameras to Remote Operators
There are mainly three motivations of random camera assignment in anonymous surveillance
system: (1) reducing privacy loss (2) reducing fatigue of the operator and (3) equalizing dynam-
ically changing workload among operators. By workload we mean the number of targets being
monitored, which keeps changing over time for a given camera. Each target (people, vehicle
etc.) in the camera view needs to be detected, recognized, tracked and analyzed to identify
potential threats, which requires lot of attention of the CCTV operator. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to distribute the cameras such that each operator has to monitor equal number of targets.
This is in contrast to the situation when one operator in monitoring feeds with multiple targets
in all frames and another operator is receiving video with no targets. Hence, static camera
assignment does not allow for efficient resource utilization.
In anonymous surveillance system, video is transmitted over network rather than dedicated
cables. In these settings, it is very easy to forward any video feed to any operator dynamically.
We take this opportunity to explore a dynamic workload sharing method to equalize the amount
of workload handled by each operator. The workload equalization is also important in the
emerging paradigm of cloud based sensing infrastructures where the goal would be to maximize
the utilization of the alloted processing power. Dynamic camera-to-operator assignment requires
an appropriate model which captures the variability of the workload. For cost effective and
efficient load sharing, we need to know the characteristics of the workload generated by each
camera.
We propose a Markov chain based model of workload for video surveillance systems. Different
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states of the Markov chain meticulously capture the semantics of the workload in terms of the
number of targets. The monitoring load depends on the environmental conditions and it is
found to be proportional to the number of targets. For example, more attention is required to
process the video from a camera which is placed at a crowded place, than a camera with only
few targets in its view. The model is validated with real surveillance data. Subsequently, we
describe a dynamic load sharing method for load equalization among operators. .
5.5.1 Previous Work
In the past, researchers have proposed various workload models in different contexts. Max-
iaguine et al. [MKT04] proposed wcet (Worst Case Execution Time) and bcet (Best Case
Execution Time) to characterize the workload for real time embedded systems. The model is
appropriate for understanding extreme behavior, yet, it does not capture the dynamic charac-
teristics of the workload and is hard to use for load sharing. A Markov chain based model has
been proposed by Song et al. [SEY05] which preserves the dynamic behavior of the workload
in different states. The work mainly focuses on the parallel computers where the states are
determined based on the number of nodes requested by the task. However, the model does not
accommodate the semantics of the task. In our case the task of video monitoring depends on
the number of targets. In contrast to the works described above, our model preserves the timing
characteristics of the workload in the states of a Markov chain.
5.5.2 Workload Model
Figure 5.14 shows a topological view of a typical surveillance system installation. The media
streams are generated at sensors and transmitted to the operators over the network where
they are monitored to accomplish the surveillance goal. In the proposed workload model, we
use a Markov chain to represent the number of targets (usually people and/or vehicles) in the
environment. We define a target flow graph that can be easily constructed by observing the
operating scenario. This graph is used to measure the transition probabilities and the steady
state probabilities of the states. These states have been identified such that the workload shows
similar behavior in each state.
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Figure 5.14: The cloud represents the network. The processing units and the users are dis-
tributed over the network.
Target Flow Graph (TFG)
Although surveillance systems are generally designed to observe human behavior, many times
they need to monitor other type of objects as well, like abandoned baggage [SQGP06], vehicles
[PGM10], etc. Hence, for clarity, we will use the term targets to describe humans and other
objects, unless mentioned otherwise. Once the camera placement is fixed, we need to learn
the dynamics of the environment. Actual workload is derived based on this knowledge and is
represented as a target flow graph. The target flow graph TFG is constructed as a set of tuples:
TFG = {(tk, gk) | k ∈ [1, l]} (5.2)
where gk is the number of targets at t
th
k time instant and l is the total number of observations.
In other words, we represent the flow of targets in a time series format i.e. number of targets in
the coverage area at sampling instances. Figure 5.15 shows the target flow graph for a specific
surveillance scenario.
Markov Chain Construction
A typical surveillance system usually needs to track each target individually and store the
tracking results with other contextual information for activity analysis. As discussed earlier,
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Figure 5.15: Target flow graph for a surveillance scenario.
Figure 5.16: Different states of the Markov chain depending on the number of targets and
transition probabilities.
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unlike other domains, in surveillance the amount of attention for each frame mainly depend
on the number of targets in the camera view. We capture this dependence in a Markov chain.
We model the workload as a Markov chain because it can preserve the temporal behavior of
the workload in its states and thus can capture the variability of the workload. The number of
states in a Markov chain is m+ 1 where m is given by the following equation:
m = max{gk | (tk, gk) ∈ TFG, k ∈ [1, l]} (5.3)
In other words, m is the maximum number of targets expected in the monitoring area. It
is easy to get such information from analysis of the environment where the surveillance camera
is installed. To capture the variability of the workload, we define different states of a Markov
chain according to the number of targets. The set of states Z of this Markov chain can be
defined as follows:
Z = {z0, z1, ...zm | ∀i, j ∈ [0,m], zi = i, zi 6= zj} (5.4)
Figure 5.16 illustrates the states of the Markov chain for a surveillance scenario. There are
two types of probabilities associated with a Markov chain: transition probability and steady
state probability. The transition probabilities are represented in the form of a matrix χ. The
elements of the transition matrix can be constructed as follows:
χ = {pij | pij =
nij
ni
, i, j ∈ [0,m]} (5.5)
where ni is the number of times the camera is in state zi and nij is the number of times the
camera transiting from state zi to state zj , and these are calculated as
ni =| {gk = i, (tk, gk) ∈ TFG, k ∈ [1, l]} | (5.6)
nij =| {gk = i ∧ gk+1 = j, (tk, gk) ∈ TFG, k ∈ [1, l − 1]} | (5.7)
The transition probabilities capture the dynamic nature of the workload. These probabilities,
along with the steady state probabilities, can be used to predict the future workload given the
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Figure 5.17: System Installation.
current state of the workload. Let Π = (pi0, pi1, pi2, ...pim) be the steady state probabilities of the
states. These can be calculated using one of the following two ways:
(χ− I)Π = 0 (5.8)
Π = {pii | pii = p
′
ij , p
′
ij ∈ χ
Inf , i = x, j ∈ [0,m]} (5.9)
where I is identity matrix, Inf is a large number (≈ 100), and x is any number between 0
and m. In fact, all the rows of the matrix χInf will have similar values. The equation (8) gives
the eigenvector of the transition probability matrix for the eigenvalue of 1.
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Table 5.5: The specifications of the system.
Operating System Microsoft Windows XP
Platform Visual C++ 2008
Additional Libraries OpenCV
Computer Intel(R) T2300 @ 2.33GHz, 0.99GB
Ram
Image Resolution 320 × 240 captured by AXIS IP cam-
era
Figure 5.18: Target flow graph for the implemented system.
Model Validation
Because measuring human attention is hard, we validate the model by implementing an auto-
mated surveillance system that does similar tasks, although with very low accuracy. The system
is first trained to learn the background; anything that appears in the foreground is considered
as a target. When there are multiple targets, the system tracks each of them individually until
they disappear from the camera view. Whenever targets appear in the camera view, a new ob-
ject is created. When the target leaves the camera view, the object is deleted and the tracking
history is stored to disk. Table 5.5 lists the hardware and software details of the implemented
system.
The experiments were conducted in a corridor near the exit which is a typical surveillance
setting (Figure 5.17). As the first step of modeling, we record the target flow pattern and
construct the TFG as shown in Figure 5.18. The TFG is then used to calculate the transition
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Table 5.6: The state-wise values of mean and variance of processing times for blob detection
and tracking.
State/Targets µ(milliseconds) σ(milliseconds)
0 496 24
1 518 30
2 557 30
3 662 38
4 733 78
and the steady state probabilities. The transition probability matrix is given by:
χ =


0.9814 0.0150 0.0026 0.0005 0.0005
0.0214 0.9023 0.0595 0.0149 0.0019
0.0077 0.0702 0.8904 0.0285 0.0033
0.0091 0.0183 0.0639 0.8858 0.0228
0.0435 0.1739 0.1304 0.3043 0.3478


(5.10)
and steady state probability vector is given below:
Π =
(
0.4344 0.2473 0.2107 0.1020 0.0057
)
(5.11)
Similarly, we collect time statistics to calculate mean and variance of processing time. The
experimental results are given in Table 5.6. It is apparent in the table that the processing time
is proportional to the number of targets.
5.5.3 Dynamic Load Sharing
The workload model proposed in the previous section is used for dynamically assigning video
streams to operators. From the workload model we understand that the amount of resources
required depends on the state of the environment being observed by the camera. These states
can be dynamically calculated for each camera. Now, if there are Npc operators and Cpc(j) is
the set of cameras assigned to jth operator, our objective is to find an assignment scheme which
maximizes the equalization function:
Epc =
1
κ
Npc∏
j=1
∑
∀k;ck∈Cpc(j)
z(ck) (5.12)
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κ =

 1
Npc
Npc∑
j=1
∑
∀k;ck∈Cpc(j)
z(ck)


Npc
(5.13)
where ck is the k
th camera, z(ck) is the state of that camera and κ is a normalization coefficient.
By state of the camera we mean the state of the environment being monitored by the camera. If
the state variables are always unity, this would result in every operator tracking equal number of
targets. However, different cameras can be in different states resulting in non uniform workload.
The transition probabilities of the states predict future behavior of the workload. For example,
if a camera reaches a very high state but its probability of transitioning to lower states is high,
it might be more beneficial to retain the old camera assignment as this is a transient state which
will diminish quickly. Note that changing camera assignment also has associated cost that can
be minimized by using transition probabilities.
Although the attention required increases with the number of targets, a minimal amount
of vigilance is still required when no targets are detected (Table 5.6). Therefore, we keep
the number of the cameras for each operator fixed while manipulating the camera-to-operator
assignment. Following are the main steps of the dynamic load sharing method:
1. Perform the re-assignment task every w seconds. A larger value of w would result in lower
number of re-assignment but it will also reduce Epc. It can be assumed that there is a
trusted entity that controls the camera assignment.
2. For each operator, check the total number of targets it is processing and calculate the
average number of targets per operator (Lav).
L(j) =
∑
∀k;ck∈Cpc(j)
z(ck) (5.14)
Lav =
1
Npc
Npc∑
j=1
L(j) (5.15)
The number of targets can be easily calculated using blob detection methods. The detec-
tion task can be done on the high quality data at the local security office and the target
information can be transmitted to remote office as video metadata.
3. Divide the operators into two groups: (1) ListH ′ = (L(j) > Lav) (2) ListL
′ = (L(j) <
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Lav). The first list contained the overloaded operators whereas the second list contains
the workload deficient operators.
4. Sort the lists according to the number of targets: ListH = SORT (ListH ′) ans ListL =
SORT (ListL′).
5. Perform the re-assignment in decreasing order of workload in ListH and increasing order
in ListL until one of the lists is empty. The re-assignment of cameras between operators
OP1 ∈ ListH and OP2 ∈ ListL is done in the following steps:
(a) Pick the cameras from OP1 that have higher workload than average (Lcav = Lav/N
c
av)
and that are likely to face higher workload in future. If the sum of the state prob-
abilities of the states higher than Lcav is more than a threshold (i.e.PROB(s(c) >
Lcav) > Pth), it is likely that they will face high workload in the future. These are
the cameras facing high workload and need to be re-assigned to other operators.
(b) Similarly, pick the cameras from OP2 which have workload lower than average and
which are likely to face lower workload in the future. If the sum of the state prob-
abilities of the states lower than Lcav is higher than a threshold (i.e.PROB(s(c) <
Lcav) > Pth), it is likely that they will face low workload in the future. These cameras
can be assigned to the operators facing high workload in exchange to the camera in
high state.
(c) Swap the picked camera’s monitoring tasks between the operators OP1 and OP2.
(d) Repeat these steps until cameras on all of the operators are all checked or we achieve
workload equalization (i.e. L(j) ≤ Lav).
5.5.4 Experiments and results
In the experiments we demonstrate the advantage of the proposed load sharing method. We
simulate a distributed surveillance system with 100 cameras and 20 operators (Npc = 20). All
operators are assumed to be of equal capability. We keep the number of cameras assigned to
the operators fixed to five and vary their assignment to operators in re-assignment phase. The
value of w is taken to be one. The probability threshold Pth for camera selection is 0.5 as the
probability below this would mean favoring undesirable transitions. We use two performance
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Figure 5.19: The target flow graph of the five scenarios corresponding to the PETS [PET11]
videos.
measures to evaluate our methods: (1) Equalization (Epc) (2) Number of targets dropped. Since
five cameras are assigned to a operator, and there are 10 states in our Markov model, we assume
that a operator can handle 25 targets simultaneously at a time. The targets in excess to 25 are
considered dropped.
The experiments are divided into three parts. In the first experiment we show the effect
of different static camera assignment schemes on the number of targets dropped and the Epc
(Section 5.5.4). The second experiment evaluates the proposed dynamic load assignment method
with respect to the static assignment (Section 5.5.4). Finally in the third experiment, we show
how transition probability helps in reducing the number of camera re-assignments (Section
5.5.4).
Dataset
Five different videos from PETS [PET11] are used to simulate five surveillance scenarios. Each
of these videos consists 2000 frames taken at 2000 time instants. We extract the blob information
from these videos and simulate a distributed system in Matlab to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method. It is assumed that every scenario has 20 cameras. The data for 20
cameras is obtained using the same video but shifting the time axis and copying. First we shift
each video by 50 frames to create 10 videos and then copy these 10 videos to create 20 videos.
We copy the videos to simulate the scenarios where two cameras are placed to monitor same
site from two different angles. Time shifting simulates the case when the cameras are placed at
adjacent sites. The target flow graph corresponding to all five videos is shown in Figure 5.19.
These target flow graphs are used to calculate the state transition probabilities in Equation 5.16
- 5.20.
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χ1 =


0.9896 0.0104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0063 0.9399 0.0522 0.0016 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.0801 0.8811 0.0388 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.0544 0.9014 0.0442 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1171 0.8108 0.0721 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1194 0.8507 0.0299 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(5.16)
χ2 =


0.75 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0263 0.5 0.3421 0.0789 0.0526 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.3235 0.4118 0.2647 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.1091 0.0909 0.5636 0.1818 0.0182 0.0364 0 0 0
0.005 0 0.005 0.0452 0.4523 0.3367 0.1307 0.0251 0 0
0 0 0 0.002 0.1402 0.4248 0.3293 0.0894 0.0102 0.0041
0 0 0 0.0015 0.038 0.2398 0.4898 0.1901 0.0409 0
0 0 0 0.0026 0.0052 0.112 0.3516 0.4115 0.1042 0.013
0 0 0 0 0 0.0842 0.2632 0.4316 0.2 0.0211
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0.3 0.1


(5.17)
χ3 =


0.9 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.1111 0.5556 0.3333 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.0667 0.4 0.4667 0.05 0.0167 0 0 0
0 0 0.0083 0.0661 0.595 0.2837 0.0413 0.0055 0 0
0 0 0 0.0095 0.1556 0.573 0.2333 0.0286 0 0
0 0 0 0.0032 0.0288 0.2336 0.6064 0.1184 0.0096 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.0632 0.3043 0.5455 0.087 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.0213 0.1277 0.4468 0.4043 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(5.18)
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χ4 =


0.9 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.2083 0.625 0.1667 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.015 0.847 0.134 0.004 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.0046 0.1973 0.6995 0.0895 0.0091 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.0421 0.2947 0.5263 0.1211 0.0158 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.0513 0.3333 0.5256 0.0897 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.0571 0.2 0.6571 0.0857 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.3333 0.6667 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(5.19)
χ5 =


0.9 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.25 0.75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.0143 0.8571 0.1286 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.0545 0.8622 0.0769 0.0064 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.0539 0.8529 0.0858 0.0074 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.004 0.0656 0.8032 0.1193 0.008 0 0
0 0 0 0.0028 0.0085 0.1676 0.7415 0.0739 0.0057 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.0155 0.1503 0.7668 0.0674 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1974 0.7895 0.0132
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


(5.20)
Experiment #1: Effect of Static Camera Assignment
Generally cameras are permanently assigned to the operator. In this experiment we randomly
pick two static camera assignments and calculate the Epc and number of targets dropped.
The results are shown in Figure 5.20. It can be observed that in some regions of the graph,
assignment1 gives better performance whereas in some regions assignment2 gives better results.
Hence the static assignment of the cameras is undesirable and we need dynamic workload sharing
method.
Experiment #2: Workload Equalization using Dynamic Load Assignment
In this experiment we use the proposed method to dynamically share the workload among
the operators. The re-assignment is performed at each time instant. Figure 5.21a compares
the results of the proposed method with static assignment. In the static assignment, the five
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Figure 5.20: Epc and number of targets dropped for two random static camera assignments.
cameras assigned to a operator are taken from five different scenarios. It can be seen that the
proposed method almost always achieves better equalization compared to the static assignment.
The Epc for static assignment sometimes becomes zero. These are time instants when at least
one of the operators is having zero targets to be processed. Here we want to clarify that Figure
5.19 only shows target flow graph for five cameras. Other cameras will have target flow graph
which is shifted on time-axis.
To calculate the number of targets dropped, we assume that every operator can only monitor
a limited number of targets, which is a realistic assumption. After every re-assignment we
calculate the number of dropped targets. The results are shown in Figure 5.21b. In these results,
the proposed method performs better than the static method. However, at some time instants
(mainly between time instants 0 to 200) the proposed method drops more targets than static
method. This happens because of the probabilistic nature of our method as the prediction may
not always be correct. However, on average the proposed method has significant improvement
over static method by providing 44% better equalization and reducing the target drop rate by
83%.
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(a) Equalization values for static and proposed method.
Average value for proposed method =0.922 and static method =0.729
(b) Dropped targets for static and proposed method.
Average value for proposed method =902 and static method =5360
Figure 5.21: Dynamic vs. static load assignment results: (a) Workload equalization (Epc)(b)
Number of targets dropped.
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Table 5.7: Effect of Transition probabilities.
States States and Transition
Epc 0.918 0.922
Targets Dropped 955 902
Re-assignments 6664 6445
Experiment #3: Overhead due to Dynamic Load Assignment
The camera re-assignment after equalization introduces overhead in terms of information trans-
fer from one operator to another operator. It is desirable to achieve maximum equalization with
minimum the number of re-assignments. In this experiment we perform equalization using two
methods. In one method we only use the current state information (i.e. the number of targets
at that instant) whereas in another experiment we perform equalization using transition prob-
abilities as described in proposed method. The results are shown in Table 5.7. We observe that
with the help of transition probabilities we are able to reduce the number of targets dropped
by 6% and number of re-assignments by 3.2%. This shows that transition probabilities reduce
the re-assignment overhead on the system while maintaining the quality.
5.5.5 Discussions
The CCTV operators need to monitor each target individually in order to do activity and event
detection. We propose a target based workload model for surveillance systems which is found
to be close to real workload. Based on this workload model, a dynamic load sharing method is
proposed to do workload equalizing camera-to-operator assignment. The experimental results
show that the proposed dynamic workload sharing method performs better than traditional
static workload assignment. It is also found that the transition probabilities of the Markov
model help in reducing the overhead of camera re-assignment. The proposed method can be
used in the random camera assignment phase of the anonymous surveillance system. Additional
constraints need to be imposed to make sure that after re-assignment each operator watches
different cameras than earlier.
5.6 Conclusions & Summary
It is very difficult to provide robust privacy preservation in traditional surveillance systems. The
CCTV operator has strong prior knowledge of the surveillance site and the habitants, which can
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cause significant privacy loss even in the absence of the bodily cues. It is found that in order to
reduce this privacy loss, the context knowledge of the CCTV operator needs to be decoupled
from the surveillance site. Hence, we propose anonymous surveillance framework where the
surveillance camera are monitored remotely by operators who are kept unaware of the location
of the camera.
We further identified that in anonymous surveillance systems, background anonymization
and workload equalizing camera assignment are two important problems. An anonymity based
model is proposed to measure the privacy loss that occurs due to background information even
when no people are present in the video. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to model privacy of absence. For equalized assignment of the cameras such that each operator
monitors equal number of targets, a Markov chain based model of the workload is proposed.
This model is used to build a dynamic workload assignment scheme. The experiments show
that the proposed methods is able to obtain 44% better equalization with 83% less number of
targets dropped in comparison to earlier static assignment based methods.
Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusions and Future
Work
6.1 Summary
In this dissertation we have looked at the problem of privacy loss in video surveillance systems
from a novel perspective. Contrary to the earlier works which only consider the bodily cues of the
identity leakage, we identify that the privacy loss could occur even when the facial information is
hidden. In this work we analyze the privacy breach that exists in the current privacy protection
methods in the field of privacy-aware video surveillance. As our first finding, we recognize that
the privacy loss is a function of the identity leakage and the sensitive information that is present
in the video. Both of these factors are necessary for an adversary to gain sensitive information
about the individuals. Therefore we measure the privacy loss as a product of identity leakage
and sensitivity index (a measure of the sensitive information in the video). While the sensitive
information mainly depends on the user priorities, the identity leakage is determined based on
the adversaries knowledge.
In Chapter 3, we propose a novel model of the privacy loss from the public access of the video
data of a single camera. The identity leakage of the individuals in the video is calculated based
on the presence of who, what, when and where information. It is found that the adversary can use
this information to infer identities even without facial information using his/her prior knowledge.
The proposed model calculates the identity leakage as the certainty of the adversary regarding
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the presence of an individual in the camera view. Subsequently, we propose a hybrid method to
transform the video data such that no individuals can be identified. The transformed data can
be published for various research purposes. We also propose a task based model to measure the
utility of the published data. Through experiments we show that for the applications with blob
detection and tracking as main tasks, first blurring the data and then followed by quantization
produces the best tradeoff between the utility and the privacy.
The model described above is sufficient to measure the privacy loss from a single camera
video. However, in Chapter 4 we show that when the adversary gets access to video from multiple
cameras, additional identity leakage can occur through correlation among events and activities
from different cameras. To measure the privacy loss in a multiple camera scenario, we extend
the privacy model to explicitly include the adversary’s knowledge. We model the adversarial
knowledge as set of propositions and propose an enhanced anonymity based framework for
calculating the identity leakage of the individuals in the video. The identity leakage is calculated
as inverse of the anonymity of each individual. The additional inference channels due to multi-
camera video are highlighted in the experiments.
The main goal of this work is to analyze and improve the robustness of the privacy protection
methods in privacy-aware surveillance systems. The findings of the privacy loss through implicit
identity leakage channels lead us to a very important conclusion that it is very difficult to provide
robust privacy in traditional surveillance systems. The adversary (CCTV operator in this case)
has contextual knowledge of when and where which cannot be removed through computer vision
techniques. Based on this finding, we propose an anonymous surveillance framework in Chapter
5 that decouples the adversary’s knowledge from the video data through remote monitoring.
In the user study we find that the proposed framework provides robust privacy preservation
by blocking when and where information. In the proposed anonymous surveillance framework,
the video is transmitted over network to the operators. Because it is easy to switch videos in
these scenarios, we proposed a Markov chain based workload model for surveillance task and
workload equalizing camera-to-operator assignment method.
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6.2 Contributions
The main contributions of thesis are on the privacy modeling and its application in the privacy-
aware surveillance and data publication as follows:
1. The existing works consider only explicit identity leakage (mainly facial information), but
they do not taken into account the implicit channels of what, when and where. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to model the privacy loss as a continuous
variable considering both explicit and implicit channels.
2. Most of the earlier works have modeled the privacy loss as the identity leakage alone or
the presence of sensitive information alone. However, the privacy loss is function of both
of these quantities. In this thesis we quantify the identity leakage and the sensitivity index
and propose a model that combines these quantities to calculate overall privacy loss.
3. We model the utility loss for the application of data publication and propose a hybrid
data transformation method (using a combination of quantization and blurring). This
provides an opportunity of publishing surveillance video data which can be very useful for
testing vision algorithms, video ethnography, and policy making.
4. In traditional surveillance systems, the CCTV operator has prior context knowledge about
the surveillance site and its habitants, which makes it difficult to block the implicit iden-
tity leakage channels. We propose an anonymous surveillance framework that advocates
decoupling the contextual knowledge from the video. The experiments show that the pro-
posed framework is effective in blocking the identity leakage channels and provides better
sense of the privacy to the individuals.
5. The surveillance task is target (people, vehicle, etc.) centric and the amount of attention
depends on the number of the targets in the camera view. We use a Markov chain to
model this workload and propose a dynamic workload assignment method that equalizes
the number of targets monitored by each operator by dynamically changing the camera-
to-operator assignment.
6. Privacy loss could still occur when no people are present in the camera view through
background information. We call it absence privacy and propose model to quantify it.
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Subsequently, a network friendly background anonymization method is determined based
on the evaluation with respect to size of transformed data, processing time, and visual
distortion.
6.3 Conclusions
The following are the conclusions from the research work carried out in this thesis:
• Current privacy protection methods only provide false sense of privacy protection; there
is a privacy breach that exists due to what, when and where information present in the
video. This privacy breach has not been considered by the previous works.
• The hybrid method of first blurring and then quantization provides the best utility vs
privacy tradeoff in case of data publication application for blob detection and tracking
tasks.
• When an adversary has access to multiple camera video, the identity leakage of the indi-
viduals further increases. The adversary can track the individuals over multiple cameras,
observe the places they visit, and infer the identity based on this information.
• The background information can cause privacy loss even when no individuals are present
in the video. For background anonymization, pixelization produces transformed data of
smaller size and takes minimum processing time when compared to blurring and quanti-
zation.
• The dynamic assignment of the camera to the operators equalizes the workload among
CCTV operators to increase the surveillance effectiveness and reduce the operator fatigue.
In this thesis we have proposed various methods to measure the privacy loss and the utility
loss. Our findings from this thesis lead us to the a number of research problems that need to
be solved for a robust privacy preservation.
6.4 Future Research Directions
In this thesis we have highlighted the privacy breach in the current privacy preservation tech-
niques and consequently propose methods that minimize the utility loss and provide robust
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privacy. The work can be extended in multiple directions as described below. While first two
sections describe our immediate future works, remaining sections summarize potential future
research directions.
6.4.1 Trajectory Anonymization for Video Data Publication
Video collections are growing in size due to pervasive use and dropping cost of multimedia
devices. For example, large number of cameras are being deployed in surveillance systems to
increase the coverage area [DV08]. The video recorded from these cameras has large amount
of information that is very useful for many applications. However, publishing video data may
cause privacy loss of the individuals if the viewers are able to identify them in the video.
The video needs to be anonymized before publication so that no the identity information can
be inferred from it. Traditional method of preserving privacy in the video is to hide facial
information. However, when the adversary has access to video recorded at multiple location,
s/he can learn the trajectory of the individuals in the video. This trajectory information can
lead to the identity leakage [NAS08]. In this work we want to anonymize the trajectory to block
the identity inference with minimal compromise in the utility of the data.
The location information from different videos can enable the adversary to learn the trajecto-
ries of the individuals. It has been found in the previous works that the trajectory information
can reveal the identity [NAS08]. Many works have been reported on the trajectory anonymiza-
tion for point trajectories (where trajectory is published as set of location-time tuples). While
anonymizing a point trajectory data is easy, it is hard to anonymize the video shots that form
the trajectory. It is very hard to modify two video trajectories such that they look similar to
the viewer. Even the location information can either be present or absent, but it cannot be
partially removed to make multiple trajectories appear similar.
Related Works
To the best of our knowledge, there are no works on video trajectory anonymization. Nonethe-
less, current methods of point trajectory anonymization are the following:
• The initial works on trajectory anonymization exploited the uncertainty of the GPS system
in determining the exact location of the users. All the trajectories in a cluster are shifted in
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spatial domain to lie within the uncertainty region [ABN08]. In another work [HGXA07],
some trajectory points are removed to increase the uncertainty between consecutive points.
• There are suppression based techniques to preserve the identity inference from the trajec-
tories. The authors in [TM08] suppress a trajectory such that an adversary cannot infer
the tail of a trajectory given the head of the trajectory. The authors argue that when an
adversary has knowledge of partial trajectory of a person, s/he can use this knowledge
as a quasi identifier and infer the remaining locations the person visited. Therefore, they
propose to remove location information from certain point in the trajectory.
• The current trend in trajectory anonymization is to bring the concept of k-anonymity and
cluster the trajectories such that each cluster has at least a specified number of trajectories
[NAS08]. The challenge in this technique is to define appropriate distance measure.
• In other works, some portions of the trajectory are manually labeled as quasi identifiers
(QIDS) by user and subsequently anonymized [BWJ05]. The challenge here is to identify
which portions of the trajectory are quasi-identifiers. Based on our initial observation,
the beginning and the end parts of the trajectory might be good candidates for quasi-
identifiers. Yet, any part of the trajectory can be identity revealing. For example the
adversary may have the knowledge that only Mukesh takes a particular path and infer
the identity.
Problem Formulation
A video from multiple cameras may have trajectory information embedded in it. The adversary
can learn this trajectory and use this information to infer the identities. Therefore, the first step
would be to detect the trajectories in a given set of videos. The trajectory of each individual
can be represented as a sequence of shots (from different cameras). Once the trajectories are
detected successfully, the video is transformed to perturb these trajectories so that they do not
cause any identity leakage.
Following are the other scenarios in which a video can have trajectories:
• A moving camera records the trajectory as an individual moves around in the space. In
this scenario, even when the person is replaced by a blob, the trajectory can be determined.
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However, the trajectory length would be generally limited to a small premise.
• The video is recorded from a static camera showing multiple locations e.g. an omni-
direction camera mounted on the ceiling of a corridor. This video can capture the trajec-
tory of individuals although the length would be limited to the camera view.
• The video is recorded by multiple static cameras, each camera representing one ‘point’ of
the trajectory. The video shots from these cameras are put together to form a trajectory.
However, in its original form, the trajectory can cause identity leakage. Therefore need
to anonymize the trajectory such that the identity leakage does not happen.
Irrespective of the source of the video, for modeling purposes we assume that we have a video
that consists of multiple shots corresponding to the trajectory of an individual in the video. We
want to find a transformation function T that minimizes both the utility loss U and the privacy
loss Γ for the given video V i.e.
E = ηΓ(T (V )) + (1− η)U(V, T (V )) (6.1)
where η is a normalizing coefficient. The main challenges in trajectory anonymization prob-
lem involves modeling of the privacy loss Γ and the utility U ; and then finding appropriate
transformation function T that minimizes E.
Applications
We need to derive a utility model after fixing the set of application/queries that will use the
published trajectory data. The usual applications of the trajectory data are:
• In data mining for example traffic planning, marketing.
• By governments in understanding the infrastructure [Pen99].
• In social sciences to study human behavior [CR06] [LCMA07], .
• By Companies to improve the efficiency of the employees [MO06].
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Preliminary Solutions
If we have a video clip that is recorded at several locations, it will have trajectory information.
Video shot detection methods can be used to determine portions of the video that correspond
to different locations. Now the following transformations can be used to reduce the privacy loss
from these videos:
• Information Hiding Video is reduced in the quality such that people, locations etc.
cannot be determined. For example, the video can be blurred, pixelized, and/or quantized
to the extent that people and locations are unidentifiable.
• Shot Dropping Identify the sensitive portions of the video and drop them. For example,
the initial and final parts of the trajectory generally enable the adversary to learn the
identity, therefore these can be dropped.
• Shot Reshuﬄing Once the video shots are detected, these shots can be reshuﬄed so
that the adversary cannot learn the trajectory information.
• Video Fabrication This is very interesting method of the identity preservation. In this
we insert staged video shots into the original video such that the shots from the original
video are anonymized.
The tradeoff between the privacy and the utility can be modeled in many ways, such as
maximizing the number of frames which have the motion information in the resulting video; or
minimizing the number of spurious frames added to the video in order to do the anonymization.
6.4.2 Motion Similarity Index (MSIM) for Evaluating Data Transformation
Methods
In the privacy preserving surveillance, the video is transformed to such a form that the viewer
cannot identify the individuals. Many methods, such as blurring, pixelization, black box, scram-
bling etc. have been proposed for this purpose. The performance of these methods is measured
in terms of the robustness with which they provide privacy; however, the effect of data trans-
formation on the surveillance is generally overlooked. The quality of the transformed video
is measured based on the visual distortion calculated for each image e.g. PSNR and SSIM
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Figure 6.1: The comparison of motion between two images of a video.
[WBSS04]. However, most of the surveillance tasks depend more on the ability to recognize the
activities in the video rather than perceptual quality. Therefore, the motion distortion of the
video should be calculated and fused with the visual distortion to calculate overall distortion
index of the anonymized videos.
We recognize that simple perceptual or structural distortion measures of video quality are
not appropriate for comparing the surveillance quality of the video. This is because these
performance measures only consider the static properties of individual images but fail to consider
the motion information of the video. Note that the motion is the most desired characteristics
of a surveillance video. In surveillance scenarios, where the main task is to identify suspicious
activity or behavior detection, the motion plays an important role. If motion of the video is
preserved, it can be sufficient for surveillance tasks even when it does not have other visual
aesthetics.
In this work, we want to model a motion distortion based quality index for comparing two
videos with respect to surveillance quality. In this method we compare both the angle and
distance of the motion vectors of original and transformed video and obtain a single quality
index between zero and one (Figure 6.1). In the second part of the work, we want to compare
various data transformation techniques.
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Preliminary Method
We first calculate the visual distortion using the method described in [WBSS04]. Then we
calculate the motion distortion between the videos. Finally we combine both the measures to
calculate the overall index. There are many challenges in comparing the motion of two videos
and deriving a single index to represent the whole video. Following steps can be taken to
compare the motion of two videos and calculate the distortion in the transformed video:
• Calculate the block based motion vectors in both the images.
• Calculate the difference in the motion vectors, and normalize them between zero and one
using some method.
• Calculate this motion difference for all corresponding blocks as shown in the Figure 6.1.
• Obtain a cumulative motion distortion index for the frame.
• To get the cumulative motion distortion between the videos, calculate the weighted sum
of the motion distortion of the frames.
• The weights are calculated based on the amount of the motion they have. A frame with
more amount of motion gets more weight. A frame with no motion gets zero weights. This
approach will filter out all the static frames which do not have any surveillance related
information in them.
Validation
We need to show that the proposed model is more accurate in providing the quality assessment
of the video in comparison to earlier methods. Particularly we can compare three performance
measures: (1) PSNR (2) SSIM (3) MSIM (proposed method). There are mainly two steps
involved in this: (1) transform the video using different methods (2) and compare the quality
measures with the surveillance operator perceived quality.
6.4.3 Adversary Knowledge Modeling
Weather the information in the video will cause privacy loss or not depends heavily on the adver-
sary’s knowledge. The privacy models take certain assumptions in order to measure the privacy
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loss. For example, in the proposed multi-camera privacy model, the adversarial knowledge is
approximated in the propositional statements which are later used to measure the identity leak-
age and the privacy loss. Therefore an accurate model of the adversary’s knowledge is very
useful and it can provide more precise privacy loss. We intend to explore the following issues
related to adversary knowledge modeling.
• How to measure the adversary’s knowledge? The adversary has access to the voter list,
news papers, and news channels. All these sources need to be considered in order to
calculate the privacy loss of the individuals. If we take analogy of the relational data
publication, it is assumed that the published data can be matched with already available
data and leak the identity. This makes it very important to determine what is already
available to the adversary.
• In the proposed privacy model, the adversary’s knowledge is modeled as set of propositions.
However, the adversarial knowledge changes over time as s/he gains access to more video
data. It is desirable to accurately measure the adversary’s knowledge for the privacy loss
measurement. Therefore, in future we want to develop methods to automatically populate
the adversarial knowledge and update dynamically with time.
• In the anonymous surveillance, minimal context knowledge is provided to the remote
operator. Providing more contextual knowledge can increase chances of the privacy loss
while less contextual knowledge can affect the surveillance quality. Therefore, we need to
obtain an optimal sharing of the contextual knowledge between local and remote operator.
• The surveillance activity information is detected and transmitted to the local security
office so that the local operators, who have full contextual knowledge, can fuse information
from multiple remote operators and make better assessment of the situation. It needs to
be determined what information should be sent from the remote operators to the local
operators so that the information can reach in timely manner, is sufficient for surveillance,
and does not provide any hidden channels of the identity leakage.
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6.4.4 Data Transformation
While the privacy modeling is necessarily the first step, it is always followed by video data
transformation. The data transformation should provide robust privacy with least compromise
in the utility of the data. Following are the future research challenges in data transformation.
• Two contributing factors of privacy have been identified: identity leakage and sensitive
information. The existing research work focuses towards hiding the identity of individuals.
It would be interesting to explore removal of the sensitive information from the video. The
main problem here is to determine what information is sensitive and what is suspicious
so that we only remove the sensitive information. It is difficult to automatically separate
sensitive from suspicious information because both of these have common characteristics
of high entropy.
• As an alternative to the anonymous surveillance framework, important objects and ac-
tivities from the camera can be mapped onto a virtual world. This transformation will
have effect on privacy as well as quality of surveillance. To help surveillance application,
some of the objects can be copied from the actual video, while the identity leaking regions
can be anonymized. We need to find an optimal set of virtual and real image regions to
construct the transformed video.
• All the current works assume manually detecting the events. These methods are not
scalable over large amounts of the video. It is a challenge to make these methods scalable.
6.4.5 System Integration
The deployment of the privacy protection methods into real surveillance systems poses further
challenges. We have identified following issues that arise in integrating the privacy protection
methods into surveillance systems.
• Current event detection methods are not robust enough. Therefore, the proposed privacy
preservation may fail when the vision algorithms fail. One solution to this problem is to
take a conservative approach and use lower thresholds in detection algorithms so that we
can get the privacy at the cost of increased false positives. In future we want to explore
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how low thresholds are good for the privacy preservation and what is their effect on the
utility.
• The proposed anonymous surveillance framework advocates remote monitoring for the
purpose of context decoupling. However, such long distance networks are unreliable and
cannot provide real-time guarantees. In future we want to implement a complete system
and study its reliability.
These research challenges will lead us towards robust privacy protection in surveillance sys-
tems with minimal privacy loss. With the help of accurate privacy models, appropriate quality
assessment measures, and data transformation functions that optimize the tradeoff between the
utility and the privacy.
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